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This issue was finally put together by a disparate group of individuals (London Workers Group, Workers Playtime, London
Autonomists) most of whom, strangely enough, work at Little @ Press. We shall be producing the next issueas well, so
rush your articles (pre-typed on universal duplicating stencils), leaflets (we need 300 to insert one in each copy), and
money (leave payee blank). Our address is as below. Participation in Intercom is automatic for material conforming to the
ten point code printed below. Other material at editorial groups discretion. N

1. Opposition to the class society which exists -in every country in the world.
2. Commitment to the communist objective - abolition of nation states and the money/market/wagestsystem and its re-

placement by the common ownership and democratic control of the world ’s resources.
3. Rejection of ‘nationalisation’ as any kind of solution to working class problems.
4. Support and encouragement for independent working class struggle outside the control of the trade unions (including

shop-stewards and ‘rank and file’ movements), and all political parties.
5. Opposition to all capitalist and nationalist parties, including the Labour Party.
6. For the active participation of the whole working class in its own emancipation through social revolution whichever-

throws all governments, bosses-and leaders.
7. Rejection of all forms of nationalism~- for the intemationalisation of working class struggle.
8. Active opposition to racism and sexism.
9. Opposition to religion and all other ideological mystifications.

1 0.- Support forprincipled co-operation among revolutionaries and opposition to sec-tarianism.
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The deadline for this has not been set as yet. However the next issue should be out sometime around easter. It will in-
clude an account of the January Intercom conference. All contributions should be sent to:

INTERCOM,
BOX LWG,

Cl METROPOLITAN WHARF,
WAPPING WALL,

LONDON E 1

The ‘Intercom’ bulletin and meetings were the outcome of a conference in Manchester in September 1982,
-

which in tum followed the production’ of a pilot issue of a discussion bulletin called the ‘New Left Review’ by the
WILDCATgroup in Manchester.

The bulletin is intended topromote an exchange of information on the activities of various groups and individ-
uals who together form a minority communist tendency distinct from what is generally called the ‘Left Wing’ and
who sometimes describe themselves as: anarchist-, libertarian-, council- and left- communists. It is hoped that
this information will provide the basis for regular discussion and debate amongst ourpolitical tendency, leading
to greater understanding of important issues and increased co-operation in practical work.

The printed parts of this issue and the leaflets included were all done at Little @ Printers. We are constantly available for
quotes for revolutionary and political magazines, broadsheets, leaflets, cheap typesetting - its what makes our self-managed
wage slavery (just) bearable. Ring 01-488 0602 or write to the above address. A
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1'. _.We'd like to address ourselves to four interrelated issues with this 5'i5<
presentation - proletarian autonomy, the function of the revolutionary 1 '
organisation, the workers‘ councils and the State. 1 ,, p .

For us, the concept of workers‘ autonomy has a_dpal mganipg. First of _ ' ‘
all it means §i§§§®§g§pnomy, activity outside of and against all the *“’
institutions of the bourgeoise. These naturally include not.only_the ‘T
capitalist bosses, but their variegated colleagues ~ the Unions, they
political parties, the cultural and video industries and of course the
State. But workers‘ autonomy also means for us the autonqmy;g£;jQ§mip§g-
Xigualuwgrkgg, the self~activity of the self. The role of revolutionaries
here is to always encourage direct class struggle initiatives on both a
collective and individual plane. It is the convergence of these two lines
where communist consciousness meets.
The historic form for the self-emancipation of the proletariate, and for
humanity as a whole to rid itself of unconscious social fetters, is the
generalised and delegated assemblies of the class: the yggkgggiugggggilg.
These bodies are the direct expression of democratic workers‘ power;
everyone is given an equal voice in discussion and resolving all tasks
posed by the class struggle. This participation by all, the organic
class organisation by universally elected committees, immediately re~
callable, and with a demand for the rotation of responsibility ~ this is
where the momentum to a free humanity lies. _
The workers‘ general assemblies and councils can only come into existence
through the spontaneous course of class struggle against moribund capital»
ist relations of production (eg. Portugal '74, Spain ‘76-77. Poland '80).
It does so on the basis of the material need and the liberatory spiritual g.
essence of the class movement itself. The council form is further revolu- ,§p
tionary because it inevitably acts to link together ever greater units of »‘l
the proletariat and thereby allows the class to recognise itself as a unie  ’
versal and revolutionary, and the gall iniversal and revolutionary, social ,
force. Therefor, the workers‘ council movement must consciously and in--~
exorably break all territorial limits to its praxis: it is the yehiglgpg
for verld,s@si m§i%- ~ r ’ 2
Revolutionaries are individuals whose conscious radical being is a direct
product of the entire class movement, who are in fact concentrates of the
proletariat. They‘re main-purpose is to facilitate the clarity and generale
isation of thr real emancipatory movement, to stand as beacons of light in ,
a shrinking sea of pre~historical darkness. Revolutionaries then are a
kind of catalyst, a_hum§Qmggtgly§§ with all the strengths and weaknesses-
such entails, whose overriding goal is to help the workers‘ of the world -
to see theggépgg liberatory path in the radical overthrow of all existant
productive and social relations by the suppression of capitalist economic
and political relations ~ the (alien) rule of value. ,_ .
Individual revolutionaries then constitute themselves into a self~
organised minority to fight side by side with the proletariat, as a 1 ' '*
specialised but transitory detatchment of the class, against the bourgeoise i
ie and its many tantacles. Revolutionaries must herald the advent of ~
workers"assemblies and councils as the legitimate and proper fqgmg to "Q °
contest the sovereignty of capital. They must participate in the broad
struggles of their class, making clear the necessity to Qpnfrontuggd
ultimatelygaggiigh the power and authority of the State and its political
‘eEbn3m§:hOnce the councils arise_§atnrak;g ~ coming amidst the crest of_
mass strikes — the revolutionary organisation must_naturglly enter these ",
collective bodies and push forward the themes of constant radical self-
activity of the class and the extension of combativity and solidarity to

l
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a global scale. Besides this, revolutionaries must themselves be in the for—
£3923 of the class battles serving to ignite and join in the most P '““m
innovative and cohesive political and military activity of the proletariat.
During the insurrectionary phase of the Social Revolutionary one of the
most important political objectives must be the capture and defensible
operation of not only all industry and commerce, but of the central means"
of communication ~ TV, radio, telephone, newspapers, etc._Also, the
revolutionary organisation must immediately advocate measures which over»
turn the mode of capitalist production and exchange ~ that is, commodity '
and hierarchical relations within plants and factories, and their __
cultural reflection wothout.  A .

1 ’ .During the period of the social hegemony of the councils, that is, a
prolonged period of civil strife, the councils will be faced with a com~
plex of problemse whose answers come from the gptire movemenj of the class
and not from any minority group or pre~established program. As Pannekoek
says, the victory of the councils_is not the utopian end, but only the 1
real starting place for the solving of humankinds existential problems.
In this context, the degree of success of the revolutionary organisation
is not necessarily the ready acceptance of its particular program Q .,
because for many things revolutionaries are going to be at a loss as much
.as anyone else e but the degree to which the proletariat has gathered the
pgggticalpillpmipgjgppgpf communist consciousness asMi§§Mggp.Again, the".
real fruition of the revolutionary organisation is not the perpetuation,
but rather the actual transcendence of the division between mental and
physical labour. ~

About the State,~we donlt see where any trace can be left of this .
cancerous artifice once its violent members H the Army High Command,
police headquarters, the national guard officer~core, the judiciary and
prison systems ~ have been lopped off by the armed proletariat. —
Whatever social functions it previously arrogated to itself mggjwbe takgg. -
over hy the workers councils "Classes other than the proletariat can -- 0

In-us‘-N-la- ‘ -i-  i.i>'' 1%-‘hi-9' X$“_u---'i_-.%lu-'u-In-0%-II-I1-I--I‘v-"Z-fin‘-"'1'-1"'i

negotiate with the iniversal councils for the means of their transitional
existance. Remnants of the petty~bourgeoisie should be invited to par“ "

1

ticipate in the freely operated council structures as equals. But those
who refuse and who attempt to sabotage the construction of the New World
should be dispatched without further ado (in the fashion of Durruti,,

r
_ .

A final point we want to underscore is the urgent requirement for the
unification of all revolutionary forces_prig£ to decisive battles. For r
example, we think Pannekoek made a grave error when he cavalierly dismissed
Erich Mushamsl plea from prison for unity of struggle between the left-A
communists and anarchists in Germany in.1920._Because we have to remember
that some anarchists H hardly any here in N.America though H are g,
revolutionary. This is why Landauer, too, had to be murdered in 1919..  _
Not to mention Berneri and thousands of FAI militants during and after
the 1957 NAY_days in Spain. And the Russian anarchists who fought
ferociously, first against.the Whites, and then valiantly against the 1
Bolshevik betrayal of the 1917 Revolution. And after xhnxgnneraixspnn» P
tannmusxxtxikm all, the main positions with which we presumably identify -
workers‘ autonomy, self-activity, the general spontaneous strike, smash
the State, and international workers‘ solidarity ~ are these not the planks
of revolutionary anarcism as well?:Or are there no genuine Bakuninists Y
left? We seqg to reuniip the Red'and'Black bgpnersl ,‘,..  

Here in the USA we need to press the ‘libertarians’ on the very content
of their politics, and especially make them decide which is the authentic _
(and libertarian as well} form for the workers‘ social revolution - the L
syndicate or the coucilrt e  "fly " 4 _M

rmrnrnzss TO A L1-1';FT‘ C0l\’£li?'U?-l{lST,CON1?1T!it1lLELiC'l3 r-e"_r.._'.fr,:r~1 1982 BY
TAHPAfWOEKEHS"AFFlNITY GROUP, USA.

2 .
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CORRESPONDENCE....CORRESPCNDENCE......COHRESPONDENCE.......COHflESPONDENCE.....

TAfiE%.WORKERS AFFINITY GROUP .FLORIDA TO 'WILDCAT' MANCHESTER AND 'INTEflCOM',‘: A
' 

we have received your shipment of Intercom 2. Enclosed is a 5 dollar contribution
for the Review.’ “*” ‘ f ~s- " r 1, r. _ .
Our group re in beeio egreeeeee with your 10 mimimum political points, although we
believe that opposition to fronti§m_should definately be added. I  r--“
Concerning the major article on the economy, the first few sentences were so
theoretically muddled that we just couldn't bring ourselves to pursue the piece.
On the letter from Hong Kong, LoLoNm'S . 2 _ comments about the situation‘
of Minus - capitulation to Leftism due to theoretical stunting and political’ A
cowardice — are all too common among the ‘libertarian socialist"bircles here in‘ H
North America. We are also firmly in accord with his underscoring the urgency fdr  ;
an international and centralised (coordinated) revolutionary organisation, a Tparty"
of the KAED*type.>Further, we assume that you have received by now L.L.M.'s
yInternational,Correspondence journal in Chinese and English which we consider a. =
most welcomed contribution toward present revolutionary clarity and determination. ~_

'. . v I

‘ - .

About the note from ‘Wildcat’, we (as_didgthe;w.R.) recognise a patented demoralié
sation from a round of intensive local activism. The federalist and immediatist pre-1
occupations of ‘Wildcat’ have been no more successful at removing the isolation of
re volutionaries from the class at-large than the rigid centralism and doctrinalism
of ‘World Revolution’ (ICC) or the Communist Workers Organisation. The problem of
ogganigation and intgrvention, of the nature and structure of the<revolutionary,“_,€m
association, continues to be a difficult one, as stressed by the Communist Bulletin
comrades. ». . -t t M’ It A J

1 . - .

The letter from MQB. obviously reinforces our conviction as to the idiocy and”
pathetic reformism of most latter-day 'anarchists'. Again, this kind of moralistic,
group—therapy, ideology-first mentality afflicts the entire.'libertarian[ movement e
of N.America. Here in the States, there is certainly a need for political conferences
that apply themselves seriously to contemporary issues of the w orkers' movement
and not $0 idgglogy and segmoniging.  _
It is in this sense that we oppose the remark by_M.S. that "all of our organisation
must be as informal as possible". This kind of lax attitude about what we would”
presume to be a commitment to gustained and proggammatic revolutionary activity is
foreign to any real tradition of class struggle. We don't want to favour or imply _*]
a heavy watchdog mentality about political duties, but if one a ccepts to carry our~‘
an ass ig nment, then he or she sho uld be held accountable organisationally to.,r ,_
their word. "Informality" can breed informal division of labour and hierarchy just-M
as surely as party authoritarianism. _ r .~s ; ; .

On L.Rtls letter, we feel his analysis of the Communist Bulletin was unfair with
respect to the very pressing problems (of organisation) addressed by these comrades.
And whereas these people clearly state "We recognise the organisation and individuals
(of Intercom) as part of this proletarian movement", for the W.R., you are seen as
little more than an.anarchoedoormat:l-It is our opinion that the organisational“*  
megalomania and paranoia of the W.R. (ICC), (and the other Leninoid groups such as"‘
the CWO and BC etc) does not mark the Aberdeen comrades, who, after all, have forth-P
rightly spoken of the real meagerness of the forces of w orld revolution. As we have
already mentioned, the dilema of revolutionary organisation and activity is a'“ p
complex and tough one, in light of the all~encompassing strength of modern Capital.‘
Those of us who would like to assemble an equalitarian, international ‘party’, ' *
without cliques and monolithism, one coloured by the spirit of Luxemburg and Gorter
as well.as Voline and Durruti, are like rosebuds amidst a Sahara desert. L.R.'s ~ "r
statements that.:9none_of us regard the current situation and state of organisation
a s ideal”, ”we,certainly do not think the time is right to create another unified  
organisation? (then when?), "their (ICC et al) impact was totally negligible", - 1
"it must be built from the bottom up, in answer to a real need" 4 these sound all..¢

r 3 V L v
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too much like the fatalism and complacency of Paul Mattick Jnr. here in the U.S.A.
If the class movement cannot develop by conjure, neither can it advance by an organ-
isational sitting on ones hands. The proletariat has already produced an inter-
national revolutionary milieu and that milieu must act to synthesise and consolidate

' , --u-|-uitself at a formal, organisational level globallylh A - _  .

In this context, the various anti-war leaflets and letters by 'Suversive Grafitti'
absolutely fail to understand the reactionary role of pacifism and frontism as
central to an overall strategy by the bourgeosie to control the working class, to
head off direct class comba , and to actually grease the gears of the capitalist
war machine. This is in addition to these dumb spectacles as pleasant media
circuses, and the diversion of popular anxiety about nuclear war into harmless-dis-
plays of mor al witness and superiority. - -  _

‘Anarchists’ who are always in search of a"mass audience" for their 'ideas' forget
or totally misunderstand the fundamental and specific functions that conscious
revolutionaries have to play in relation to the broader class movement ~ re,
political clarity, clarity on the social guestion (who and what runs society!) -
and end up ever time as a spongy spoke for some Leftist Front wheel (rolling over
the proletariatg. -2,-~. - ” .
We think the Intercom comrades would do well to address this whole issue of
,£;Qgt;§mpand its meaning”in light of co ntemporary class struggle._,_ M gee -

For Ant i-St ate Communism, - e q
r

PUIG (T.L.) TAMPA WORKERS AFFINITY caour. 24.7.e5
|-.-'a. ‘ '.

REPLY TO TWAG FROM 'WILDCAT'
, .

. - '
.-' - ' '

. - .

We were very pleased to receive your letter and have now had time to consider your
comments, .

As regards the article on the economy in ‘Intercom’ N02 you will see from the COD?
ference report and other articles in ’Intercom' N05 that it was considered ether
inapcurate_&nd/OI inadequate br.many contributors, amongst whom you may count the.
‘Wildcat’ group collectively. ' 1 -‘ ' 0 l,, 

On the question of_'organisation and intervention‘ that you raise in relation to’
several or the other contributions to ‘Intercom’ N02 we have some sympathy with
your approach but feel that you gloss over the difficulties. I
'We would certainly reject the traditional ‘anarchist’ approach expressed by NS in
his article ‘Reply to Melmoth', but do not find ourselves in the same degree of
disagreement with the contents of LE's article ‘A Reply to Centralist Critics'.,

We are in favour of formal organisation in the main collective activity of‘ _
revolutionaries. We are also strongly in favour of co—operationjgQQ co—ordinationg
of our activities nationally and internationally. But we are opposed to miniscule
groups of geographically scattered revolutionaries hastilly declaring themselves -
national and international organisations, in opposition to others in the same milieu
who have done the same thing. when we say that "the time is not right to create
another unified organisation" this is not a statement of our desires. It is simply
a description of how things appear to be, particularly after the failure of theggg
various international conferences. * J‘ ‘ ‘ _Hlf hw-,, J 5, l

we do .. LR says,*think that real lasting coeoperation and co~ordination needs to
be based on healthy functioning groups.and built.up over a period of tims, wherever
possiblelthrough practical projects. Thus we welcomed an earlier approach from the
‘Communist Bulletin‘ to produce a joint leaflet on the ‘Falklands War‘. This '
proposal came t oo late to be workable, but it would have tested the theoretical
and physical possibilities of joint action. Regular co-operation of this sort can
lead to the fusion of groups but this isn't an inevitable outcome. We need to be

4
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aware of the advantages this possibillity holds, without determining our every move
as though fusion were the main objective of the exercise, as the ‘Partyists‘ in groups
such as the CWO and the ICC tend to. Our iniation of the ‘Intercom' project was in line
with this approach. It should have provided a forum in which practical projects of‘
co-operation might emerge and where over time those groups and individuals who de- ,
veloped closest theoretically, might decide to fuse or re-align politically, without
the prospect of continuing co-operation with the rest suddenly becomming ‘unprincipled'.
Unfortunately groups such as the ‘Communist Bulletin‘ (CB) have so far preferred, in‘
the tradition of the ICC and CWQ, to sort out vitually all the theoretical differences
‘on their own"before entering into any formal coeoperation with oth ers. They I” "
therfore rejected participation in the 'Intercom‘ project along with th eir forerunners
in the ICC and CWO. Clearly we Qg_distinguish between the CB and the ICC &‘CWO”but:’i
unf ortunately the CB have bought some ‘bad habits‘ with them from the past. Although
it was not our intention, the political balance of ‘Intercom' has been unduly weighted
towards ‘anarchism’ largely because of the failure of these other tendencies to parti- 
cipate. i- A “d d at  ' I I "j“'
As for our own group in.Nanchester - Wildcat - our activity has varied according to our
resources and to the level of class struggle. The ‘activist’ bulletin we have
previously produced was not in our opinion a waste of time and could well prove a, Q
useful vehicle for revolutionary work again given a change of circumstances. In the
meantime we continue to be active in different ways (through publications on the~u~ ~
Labour Party and Socialist Workers Party for instance and our distribution of
‘W orkers Playtime‘). - C, 1 e .», 4,, _ I ye» I 1' :,

Whilst we do not wish to sink ourselves in the amophous ‘anarchist’ movement we dos
feel that¥some sections of this (often very young) movement are worth discussing and
debating with . To do this successfully however we do need to be theoretically clear
and not allow personal dlikesfand friendships to cloud our criticism. In our I
opinion the element of criticism in the ‘Subversive Graffitti' material on the anti-
nuclear movement for instance had become minimal and they have been criticised for this.

We are certainly willing to consider proposing some amendment to 'Intercoms'E’ ‘ IE‘
political basis to avoid the inclusion of the more obviously uncritical material on the
'Peace movement‘ such as the article by LO on ‘entrism into the PeaceVmovement/CND' in
‘Intercom' N05, though we are not sure that "opposition to frontism" by itself fits
the bill. we wouldisuggest an amendment to point 5 along the lines*of:“" “ ‘ ”‘ei

‘ Opposition to all capitalist and nationalist parties, including the
Labour Party and other organisations of the capitalist left.*Opposition7 
to all joint work with these organisations, including participation inyr j

_ . . . r -.

front organisations such as the CND.'* -, I c>b>~*i "1 ,~*‘ "d ‘I; v

We were pleased to receive your constructive criticism and look forward to continuing‘
our contact with you and hopefully to you participation in the ‘Intercom' project.

' ' z ¢ _ _ .-- _ - - ' ' '. - - '
9 -' '. ' ~ . ' I ' - -Fraternallyg - we  .. .  W - .. y . _

'Wildcat' Sept. 1985

=bI=>l<**#=i=>g<***Il<=l=**>l=*****>!<
Iklk*=k**#=K******>i<**

aaaaaaaaaaaa*******%**%%**********%%*%*a**%*a%*%%**********%******iu*********%*%
NEW ! EXTENDED I NEW it EXTENDED I NEW ! EXTENDED ! NEW !

Now available from the WILDCAT group, the new extended pamphlet
on the 5wp_ ggp per cepy-(incl. postage) er bulk orders at the rate

>I==§< of l5p for tenvplns postage.

Available from: WTLDCAT,
e/e Autonomy Centre,
8-1:0 Grt Ancoats Sfi.,
Manchester, M 4

>#>i=****%*%*%%%%%*%*%%%***%%%*%***%*%%%%%*%****%%*%*%*%%%%*%%*****%%*%*%*%%***%**%**%**
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TAMPA WORKERS AFFINITY GROUP - THE TYPIST STRIKES BACK  

When I first Started to type this very long article I felt I had been_g
_ , . 4 _ - | s I | » , _ _ _ V I l I

I . - I I. I I i I

- ' ' . . ' - - ' - -| r - - . , _ - ‘ - .-' ; ‘ 1_ ._ u- - I . .- .

conned  hjciomrades _, in had -‘me that .,w_h_at ;_ e.

it had to'say, E“,was interesting end important. *,Pag6;1 was the worse an
. _ ,

. - " '- ' - . V‘\ - - . I‘ - - '
- ‘- _ !~ -,' r _ ~__ . 1‘ |- .;-',‘- -. | '1 ' - I . - -

since I felt I should have had a degree or Phd in politioalijargon. ‘K
-- '31- ‘ » - 4, -- . ' ' . _ _ -

1- .

‘ \ ~ . ' . - - - < ;' '- ‘ _

Tampa workers Affinity Group state "we can understand that almost every '
. l ' - ‘ _ . _-

, . Q

' . ' ' = . I - . - - '
' . -' .. . - ' '- .. -T : - . . Y .*.

. _ , . -.-A ‘ u_, __ _. - _ .;

presentmember of the,revolutionary milieué and especially those coming ~‘

from an erclusively marrian perspective- has much familiarity with the .,_

Russian Revolution and its political parties..." I have only one thing 3

to say to such an arrogant statement. Bollocks.

Is it any wonder that Revolutionary groupings are such small fry when*‘ '
' ' 1 ._ . . ‘, - - I \ ' - _ -._ ' . - > . _ - . .. - - . . . _ . _ V _ 4 . _ _ . _

half of us think of themselves as a kind of revolutionary Exelusive Brethren? ‘
. _ . ' 1 _'

'_ . - 1.‘

Perhaps the reason that Tampa Workers Affinity Group g-find Intercom V I

(formerly the New Ultra Left Review) "pretty atrocious" is that we
. I _ ._ _ - - I I M -

~ . 3-‘ ' _ _ - ' '. ' ' ' .
. _ ,__ _ v _ . ' I H ~ - _ , ‘-' - -- .. .

want to make ourselves accessible to those people who might not have V
. I . “-. ' _ _ — »

_ ‘ ' . 1 -

gone down exactly the same path politically as ourselves.¢, They+should ‘e- r

. I . , _ 1 > . _ _ _. 1 " _,_'
< - - . . . Q

thank their lucky stars that we are  as atrocious as we are otherwise“ I

their article might not have been published at all! It it‘, “,1‘ fi;  
‘ . . - - - v

‘ I I ‘ I ‘_ ._ _ . _ _ _ _ _. _ , _ .. _ _ ‘ _
. " - . _ ._ _

But I don‘t wnat to be entirely negative about their piece.  Having 71
' v . ' , ‘ - ‘ . I E

' I . Q

persivered-beyond the first two pages what it has to say is interesting ‘V

and useful.‘ I would recomend people who had an interest in history to 1,
. -.' _ I‘_ ‘ '_': w

read it. A Mugg
»-.

-.a| I" .

' ~ * ., . .

.

\ 1 I "_| |' , . v
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REPLY TO ABERDEENES-ANALYSISMOF THE ORGANISATIONAL? QUESTIQN W, ~¢q;;_i“;;, ", 1

_ - f _ . _ -' , I_ . -, _ ,. .I -- .- . ,_

(This article is a reply to an article entailed "AnQther;Looh$at the Organisation
Question" in the "Bulletin" no.2. This ca. be obtained from the CommunistC

I . ~. . _ _ , _ - - -o -», . -

Bulletin Group, Box 85,_u3lcend1enekere Row, Edinburgh§.‘gM 1*“ _f"‘ _, f_
| __ . I . 4 n » C- . ' . II. w) ‘4- -_ I - - _ - ¢ ~ 1' ‘ ‘ , I _. ,

' ‘ 2 - .- I I ; , - ' 1 r - , I -C ‘ I _ .- ,., - I. .- -- -- ' '. _ , _ _ _ I __ J II U _ H "L ‘ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ , . I .- . . ..
- v| .. ' ~---. '- -' ,

Tampa Norkersaffinity Group would like to contribute this detailedanswer to
the two ertielee by the-Aberdeen comrades on the problem of revolutionary organisation.

| 1 - , _ . - --- -- -¢_ . - -

First of all, we would like to state that WG;&IG in full agreement with their
Observation that @hQ;l981 organi$atiOnalIscandals and trumoil within the Inter-
national Communist CfiTrent_has thrust into relief the need for a completely fresh
re-politicization of the organisational question; ; The Bulletin issue 1 has~
accurately pointed out that the bureaucratic deformation and tyranny of the I.C;C.
has rendered cdnsiderablo damage to the liberatory integrity of our contemporary
communist movoment,I (The same goes for the nefaripus organisational manipulations
and expulsions byflthe F}O.B~;198Of62)I<y And that, ;_~ I '  

Everything the 1;c,c; struggled te eehieve on the question of the need for a
centralized,IinternationalQparty,Ion the question ofIseotarianism and monolithism

stands in danger of being wiped out, of being revealed as hot air, a*front, a fake.
This stomach turning,,unspeakable action has brought the spectre of Stalinism back
into the hednt er the preietenieh movement. I ,, : _C --LJ  _ _‘ _I ,_ g g_,

we cannotCeoncur more with those eentinente end we totally support the Aberdeen
comrades‘ conclusions about the "Chenier affair", etc.' Also we cannot but praise;
these comrades for their self reliance and honesty in trying to re-think the whole
meaning of those events — their implications for a theory and practice of genuine
revolutionary organisation@-.;In:fact,~while we have especially strong criticisms
to make of those two essays. we felt that their third Ipart-- the conclusion ~;¢‘"
was the best portion of their analysis.» Our own position on tho“Party<isCvoryd
C1088 to th&fi,Of G¢Itor.and the laterILuxemburg (of Sparatakusbund), and we agroei
with Aberdeen asCto the current weakness, isolation and meagerness of the real III
forces of world prolotarian IGVOlutiOn! And that, C1 a i~C~ I ' =>

While we remain small and isolated, the pressures towards monolithism, familyii
cliques and sectelike behaviour must be enormous. Our priorities must be a=,I
fraternal husbanding of our strength, of reaching out and embracing as much of:
the revolutionary milieu as possible, while at the same time, reconciling that-~

with a method of organization which allows and promotes a rigorous search for
_v_ I -L I -I l C -I; __ l‘ I : ._ _ - > D I I I I _ - , I I - J‘

O
-. . "- . ' I .‘ , ‘ I ._ I . _. - ‘ I ' ' ~ . . - ' " ' . . '\ I ' - i , . u | .- ' . ' . q I - ' ' " I_ , . _ . > I _ .> _ _. . . I

Keeping in mind this necessary spirit of revolutionary solidarity, as well as
the obvious sinccrcity of the Aberdeen comrades, we must now criticise what we 5
believe_is‘their boarding of_a wayward historical and political train — a most nC~
decrepit and insidious locomotive - the holshevik Party,,, I II , - I‘

' .

At the outset, we must assume that the Bulletin comrades may-be somewhat,
sceptical and leery as to our "party" credentials after our General Pronouncoment I
on the I.C.O; Controversary and*our relentless attack enftenin with our subsequent,
long reply to the current cn”Social Democracy and the Russian Revolution,  And
while it's true that our hatred‘for*and aversionto bureaucratic domination leads
us to verbal extremes. we must again*insist“that own orientation on the revolut-
ionary organisation is elneet indistinguishable fromfthat of Pannekoek and Gorter;
but unlike the I:c;c., end 1ihe"the Aberdeen comrades we really mean it! Here as
well, our opinion of the eclectic "ultra Left Review" is parallel to that of our _
Scotish colleagues';that the journal and its notion is pretty atrocious, a watered
down version of the now defunct "Internation Discussion Bulletin", with the onlyhu
lucid remarks coming from thenex;I.C.C,;pepple and to a lesscr_eXtent, Wildcat. E,
For our part here in the‘ U.S. the Tampa comrades are planning to take someI, g
initial measures, possibly in eengtnetien with FOCUS, towards a principled amdIjC-
formal reunification of all combativeicouncil and libertarian communist elementsf I
in North America.> ‘Of course, this must be done minus the academic lassitude and‘

' \' ' ' - - I .‘I . ' ' . I . I . ' .. ,_ - . \ _‘ - . ' , . I ~ " - _ -- . __ - '.~ n I ' - -_ — . ~ - ’ '_ ‘ ‘ _ -_ I I I _ . _ _ V, .. . .

.‘ _ I _ I _ ‘_‘_. .:. , I 5 ', I . _ _ _ ._.
‘ ' ' ~ ' ¢ --.v'._ ' ‘ -.- - _ - . l_ | '_ _1_

~ * Yl ' - : '. : - "'“' ' '

7

\ .

. _\l ‘I _ ' -

. _ -J! _'_ 3 . I ‘ ,
, . I: _ I '. .' -I , _,
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self satisfaction of Root and.Branch style groups, or the miserable and
 opportunist?Social Democracy with a Libertarian of the sundry anarcho-

t Cardanists here in the States. _ -
"The main trouble we have with the Aberdeen comrades? attempt to >¢ ,

re—examine the organisational question, and their intrinsic condemnation PP
of the I,G.C,'s bureaucratism, is their seeming inability to confront thisii
problem at its genesis: the debates and conttemps of the 1st International,

" Time and time again, every contribution of the central organs to the i
i Ydebate, even their opening contributions to debates which had not -o 

' been defined, let alone matured, was considered to be §Q§ I,G,G. t~
position which had to be defended against "dissidents". Any it

snotion that the central organs should be the expression and synthesis "
,wor the organisation as a whole, was completely absent.s For the I.C.C.  

",*, "clarity" is produced by the internal life of the central organs: »
certainly, the rank and file are :&ee to say what they like in an I
endless flood of internal bulletins but all of this is worthless in  _
the face of central organs who treat it like a school master (which,,b
by the way_M.C. is!) treats his pupils essays, "six out of ten. Must

a try harder." .  at I f ' e
But does not this assertion recall the haughty attitudes of Marx and Engels S
themeselves in the 1st International (and even earlier in the Communist
League) and to which the membership gathered around Bakunin fiercely
resisted, as the Aberdeen comrades now do themselves against the I.C.C.

mapparatus? L _ y t  I ’ A v

tlnstead of chronologically investigating the reasons behind the rupture
of the 1st International, or scrutinizing the evolution of European Social *
Democracy, or looking at any large anarcho-syndicalist organisation like
the Spanish C,N.T., the Aberdeen comrades move out of historical sync and, ' .
latch onto the Bolsheviks. while we oen understand that almost, every
present member of the revolutionary milieu and especially those coming
from an exclusively Marxian perspective - has much familiarity with the
Russian Revolution and its political parties, we must interpret the Aber-
deen focus on the Bolsheviks as too convenient, as an axial error: this
is surely not the place to sort out anything positive about the communist
democracy of the revolutionary organisationw I M

We have to note two underlying and recurrent threads of their texts:  
1) A tendency towards projecting their own (unstated) libertarian . ~
intensions onto the practice of the Bolsheviks, and t'h_ ‘
2) “a tendency to directly name and compliment Lenin whenver something is I ,
considered admirable, and to defer to "the Central Committee" or "the Party"
whenever something is considered derogatory (thereby absolving Lenin of fl
any personal responsibility). I") ~ ‘»bt  ' ' ;
Going on to the actual texts, the Aberdeen comrades insist that,_  V -

It's necessary to realize that Lenin's starting point was the ceaseless
fight against oppurtunism of a Social Democracy rapidly moving into the

i camp of the bourgeoisie. rLenin's fight for an elitist, vanguard
party drawn narrowly from the ranks of professional revolutionaries a
has to be set against this background of the fight against conceptions, _
of organisation with their roots in a period which was rapidly passing  
and which would eventually have to be jettisoned,  _ of ‘ pl

Should have been ?Jettisoned"¢altogethersto begin with, we might add!  For s .
us, Lenin's "organisational mistakes" of the 1902-190M period were not part
of a "fight against oppurtunism", but opputunism in another guige. You
see, it was simply not in the cards for Lenin, or anyone else in the
R.S.D.P. for that matter, to define fundamentally the origins of Social
Democratic reformist decay, because they themeselves were already deeply
tainted and infected with this disease? One must remember that Lenin's
political and intellectual mentors were Plekhanov and Kautsky - the very
architects of 2nd International ideological degeneration and betrayal -

8
-_.. f . ,. 
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and that the former assimilated, body and soul, all of_the false representat--
ional, objectivist and scientistic theorems or Kautsky and Co. at the time of
his (Lenin's) own intellectual d6VelOpment._.-A160, recall that all these shared
a common middle+class background with much of the authoritarian substrate that .
this implies, sociological subleties notwithstanding, The only difference be-
tween.Kautsky and Lenin was this: the latter was the former, only with balls!
The Aberdeen comrades should take note that the real explanations for the
apostacy-of Social Democracy have been given by Karl Korsch, Anton Pannekoek

,and Guy Debord, among others _ C A A ~5 ‘  “
B »Concerning Lenin's imperative ‘military discipline' within the party and

of ‘All power to the Central Committee’, the text tries to soften Ulyanov's
ruthlessness by quoting and academic (Liebman): A S

Yet nothing about the Bolshevik organisation as it actually existed at that
, time, justified Trotsky in talking of a dictatorship(?)... True, there was

~ no internal democracy in the Rs,D,P, of that time, but this fact was quite
tunconnected with Leninism. In their day to day practice, there was little
lQr9h9Q§Q in thissrepect between the Bolsheviks and the Menshivikss down
to the Revolution of 1905 they both employed the same methods in which  

_ co~option of leaders was the rule and election the exception. " ~. -*
Sure and now the substitutionist cat is let out of the bagi, This quote speaks

Tn"volumes on the nature of "Marxism" in Russia! "And, incidentally, just how do
the Aberdeen comrades explain the intensity, the thundebolts of the Iskra row?
Merely Trotsky's youthful impetuousness? No, comrades, one cannot blind oneself
to what Trotsky and others saw in Ilych's personality make-up even as early as
1904: "Bonapartist" and "dictator". ,  sg_, ,.. - ~~ ts; < -_-T _

' ' -- ' " ' - a .
| ' . ' . ' - ' "

’Then in l905, Ball is changed". AA democratic passage from Lenin is duly conjured

i“iThe St. Petersbur workers‘ Social Democrats know that the whole Party *,
organisation is now built on a democratic basis (since when?). This means
that all the Party members take part in the election of officials, committee
members and so forth, that alll the Party members discuss and decidemMwgw

 questions concerning political campaigns of the proletariat and that all
the Party members detemine the line of tactics ofrthe Party organisation.

‘ 4'. . -

For Aberdeen, llt was clear to Lenin that ifi the fermentlof class struggle on
such a soelo, that tho rules of membership appropriate to the fight against the
oppurtunism of the old Social Democracy, constituted a barrier between the party
and its relationship to the class" Exactly, because without such a tactical]
turn and such rhetoric, why or how would the insurgent workers even listen to
him or join his party? From our point of view, this new policy is nothing but
an ingenious ploy, a clever gambit, a patented maeuver at which Lenin is the
master, and which he will make again and again on his road to State Power!

,,¢And what of the Bolsheviks Party's initial response to the Petrograd mass
strikes cited by the Aberdeen comrades themselves? if A“ tip)‘

,TheYPetersburg Committee of the Bolsheviks was frightened at first by such
an innovation as a non-partisan representation of the embattled masses,
and could find nothing better to do than present the Soviet with an o l

, The Petersburg Soviet as a whole, including the contingent of Bolsheviks 4
workin men as well, ignored this ultimatum without batting an eyelash. I A
(Trotsky-stel1h§”"  , v s yiyt o ,b A), It ,,,,,, 1.57 ",r

. . _ I I l._ _ - -‘-.--
. . p -__ - .,.

. » _ - ' ',In¢otheriwolds: "SUBMIT IMMEDIATELY TO THE SOCIALIST FATHEBLAND2 wBut the
Aberdeen comrades see no connection between Lenin's 1905 Bolsheviks and . , t
Kronstadt e it's merely our deluded "libertarian",imagination. "Poor H
undielectieal fellows!" A ° l:l1,*  lei‘ ' ; ii

. . . ‘ . ' . ' _ ‘ ' '

The Aberdeen text always wants to see a beneficent Lenin, something which; “
just isn'$ th@?e'm- It Hwiinlt afiy question either of the workers being A :'~r)
recruited as canon fodder. q;At the Brd congress in 1905, Lenin's arguing for it
bringing workers onto the committees in a ratio of 8 workers to 2 intellectuals.‘
By November, he's calling that ‘obsolete’, and demanding, a ratic tof several
hundred to every single intellectual? €)There'sa clear understanding also, that

- -~ ' " -' . ' " I . _ ‘ _ - I .
.». _ ' ' _ _ . - 1 - -

; I ' . " - - -- . I 3

' 4 '. '
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this opening-up of the party means a change in structure and in functioning."  

And the result? Since when did Lenin, Zihoviev, Kamanev or Krasin ever  
stand aside to make room for revolutionary workers? Talk is cheap, comrades!
Then, with the reflux of the class movement in Russia, we see the real Lenin
re-emerges - P, A ‘I 1

However the yars of reaction which followed the collapse of the 1905 e
revolution saw the return of monolithism and sectarianism with a vengeance
to the Bolshevik party.) (The call now was "Strengthen the Organisation" v
which meant in reality "strengthen the Central Committee", (what else).  
The drive within the party was for absolute homogeneity and adherence to
the 'party line‘. The constitutional guarantees for minorities and
free discussion, though formally still in existence, were abandoned in sv-
practice. It was during this period of viciousness and unscrupulousness
in polemics which wouldn't be surpassed until the Party of the Counter-

grevolution, with Lenin, for example, accusing Martov of being "objectively
5 vein the-service of the Tsar's police." - o s ,

' Nhat this passage does, in actuality ,‘is to sum up, almost in exactitude,
the reprehensible antics of the I.C.C. during the 1981 "Chenier affair"! The
current's leaders are the loyal students of, not deviants from, the execrable
and nefarious organisation canons of the Bolsheviks and especially Ilych 1  
himself! -  " 1 ” “  "i  1'  ' _

' . 0 ' . '

as Then, the myth of the "democratic" Bolsheviks is again prestidigitated  i
for 1919. "The Party once again flung itself open to the working class growing
ten fold in less than a year. The monolithic and sectarian practises of the A
years of reaction, the years of rigid obedience to the_'party line‘ and the
dictates of a hierarchical centralism were shrugged off as if they had never
existed."  

What do you mean, has if they had never existed"? This kind of  _
fantastic reasoning might be o;k. for mystics, but not for communist revo-
lutionaries. Lenin's organizational methods, his disciplinary spirit and
aura, his chain-of-commando mentality, which Luxemburg had early and rightly
excoriated, would never leave the inner mechanics of the Bolshevik Party!)
This query again - when did the party hierarchy ever resign in deference to the
development of consciousness by the workers themselves,in February, in March,
in Julyt or the "squealers" in October,» 1917? How did the composition of the
Party change fundamentally? when was the inner circle around Lenin, of which
STALIN was a senior partner, ever get removed from organizational authority?

Throughout this period the debates were fierce, open and public on almost
" every major issue from the difference of opinion over the July days, I

through the debates on the seizure of power, to the polemics over Brestev
Litovsk, etc. The Brest~Litovsk debates, for example, took place in the
pages of Pravda and even when the decision had been made, the Siberian

A Party organisation refused to recognise the signing of the Treaty. av
- >

;{ ,And_ju$t h0W many of these debates" did Lenin ever lose, even when his
position was in sharp minority within the "Party", much lessYin Revolutionary
Russia itself? And precisely how did the Brest issue resolve itself? . Isn't
it true that Lenin threatened to resign if the war faction won, andithat he 
used personal_intimidation against the Left Communists - Bukharin, Radek,,,
Kollontai, Lunarcharskym Ryazanov, etc (vis the party itellectuals) e all or
whom cowered before stern Vladimir? In the meantime, all of the other forces
of revolution in Russia - the Left Social Revolutionaries, the Anarchists, the
Naximalistsié wanted indefatigable class war against German imperialism, as<a
direct way of sparking the workers revolution in Germany! ; But, curiously,'
Lenin's will prevailed; his capitulationist policy carried the day and thee
world-historical debacle of the class then began to set in. Here was the v
acid test of Party democracy and internationalism, and the Bolsheviks failed it

- v

miserably circa February, 1918. 0 o , ',, V
The Aberdeen text then goes on to quote J. Molyneux; g A

1,; In reality, the history of Boshevism is_a history of the struggle ofT
stfactions. zAnd indeed, how could a genuinely revolutiohary organisation, _

s‘ setting itself the task of overthrowing the world and uniting under its
l0
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, banner the most audacious iconoclasts, fighters and insurgents, live;p
,pE,and+d€velop without intellectual conflicts, without groupings and ,~¢
,>,itemporary factional formations? -‘ " '~t i 9 ‘

_.'._ 1. .. _ _ ,.
. _ v . -

This statement forgets to mention thatrallwof theseT"iconoclast$; fighters 1
and in$uFS@fltS“ were in total agreement on the+overridlng commandment to '
seize, exercise and hold fast to state power, and of these, Lenin was the
most faresighted and determined of allfii r gL_ 9 9  ,, e~ w

, _Then the article makes a very careless slip from an unidentified source
(which is probably1Trotsky):_ §In_, the heat_of battle,when the proletarian_
army is straining every nerve, no criticism whatever can-be permitted in its
ranks.“ v No criticisms? Of what, of whom?_ And by whom? syCarry out,
blindly the directives of the Qarty-State!?!~. ,   x’ *

. ~ ._..-. ""_ _ _ _ .. .¢-- .
. .- - .--' " .. _ _, .¢ -- ""' -

?i~‘"What_also;has#toTbe”grasped is the degree to which the emergence and .
functioning of tendencies wasn't a product of the theoretical clarity of i 
the central organs (Surelyi), but was fundamentally the product of the
pressure and influence coming from the lower ranks of the Party who were
closest to the class." This is our position exactly! "As much as_any+ r
thing, the formal guarantee of minority rights was not so much more thany I
a reluctant recognition of a de facto situation which couldn't be changed.W
Right, and certainly no thanks to Ilych! »"The opening up of the Party to 
the class swept. away the monolithic tendencies and the hierarchical
respect for the central organs which in any case was much less substantial
than is usually imputed." Really? And the Party cult of Lenin? And

the Cheka?*“ And the rapid sealing off of democratic rights beginning in
early 1918?" The Aberdeen comrades can't seriously expect the contemp-
orary revolutionary movement to believe this for one second can they?V
Yes, the "monolithic tendencies" may have diminished for a few months
during the the period of Bolshevik consolidation of State Power, butt  
any commitment to workers‘ democracy, to REAL SOVIET POWER was then abrubtly
nillified because this kind of authoritarianism and substitutionism is  
de QureFLeninism!,_ g , ‘ P - 9,  g

 iThen the Petrograd Military Organisation of the Bolsheviks is cited aslF
an example of an organ of class autonomy. " During the July days when thef, --
Central Committee was calling for calm, .the military organisation used its
press Yto ¢a11;ferwe¢t1@n;"t '(Ana this is also the Tmpa comrades position
on the July days.),' "After the July days, the Central Qommittee tried to
exert control“ahd despatch Stalin to insist that their decisions must be
carried out without discussion. He was bluntly informed that this was i 
‘quite unacceptable’ and the Central Committee had to retreat with as much
grace as it could muster. During the same period, the Petrograd Committee-
demanded its own press because of the timorousness of Pravda and when the 9  
Central Committee refused, it went blithely ahead with acquiring a  , ; 1 *
publishing company and preset.  “Central Committee"? lou mean Lenin, donlt .
you? ,And O1‘ Koba was merely carrying out the orders of patriarchal master
Ilych! You can‘t name one and not the other?   '

The text then again talks of organsational tensiOn between the base »"
and apex of the party.’ ,But we repeat, this "dialectical interplay" 1 g
existed in spite of rather than at the behest of Lenin, who, naturally, as?
always, would have preferred that everything be done unquestioningly and
bureaucratically “his way". h t it “ 9 . _ _

What stands out above all is the total falseness of the myth that_the rt.
Bolshevik Party was a well oiled monolith, founded in the disciplined
implementation of an infallible and invariant blueprint drawn up in
1902. with this myth as a starting point any attempt to draw the
appropriate lessons for y -the iperiod is bound to be doomed to  
disaster.”w On the one had, we have the libertarians who mechanically

,lx0OnH@0f the KI0HStadt to 1992; end on the other hand we have the, 
Bordigists who equally mechanically draw a line from 1902 to 191?  

Comrades, the plane of travel for Lenin and Co. is concretely just such O
a straight one: subordination of all else to the exgency of wresting State

ll

- 
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Power. ‘The Bolshevik Party was held together internally on the basis of
Lenin's dominant personality, and externally by the central apparatus with y
its intellectualist, psuedo-vanguard liturgy. Here we find the invisible,
bond, the psychological glue which held the party  machine intact, right F
or wrong._i The Aberdeen comrades themselves haye indeed seen such at "”'-T9
machine §or guillotine at work - the I.C.C.! A L _, ,t,,- ~*-' iii  "”C'
"In the I.C.C. we have an organisation which prides itself smugly on the
rejection of the monolithism of Bolshevik democratic centralism. F But in
reality it_has created a monolithic practice of all-powerful central organs
beyond the Wi1deSt dr3@m5_Qf Lenin at his most centralised." ' Just the iii
.opposite!' ‘The'IIC.C;in its wildest dreams. in its subconcious reflexes F‘
could never match or wield the material and demiurgic power of Lenin in his
element! And the convulsive splits within the I.C.C. and the healthy |
revulsion to M.C. and Co. tby the Aberdeen comrades themselves _proves this,
and also confirms obliquely that the revolutionary class has historically,,»..
innoculated itself ,— even if only semi-conciously - from all such .4 @
authoritarian abuse.  We simply won't stand for it, from whatever quarterivt

I n .

About growth and mergers with other political currents by the Bolsheviks,
the Aberdeen comrades mustamean some of Lenin's old friends (Lunacharsky) A A
and adversaries (Trotsky) of the Inter-Organisational Borough who were .
brought in and elevated to positions of importanoe;. or maybe ex—soldiers”*
like Krylenko and Dybenko to the extent that they possessed technical O
military skills and learned well how to execute the "party line".  --

We have already said in this text that in one sense the history of they
Bolshevik Party can be seen at the history of the fight for they  gv
autonomy of working class interests and their espousal of that can't -
be seperated from the form of their organisational work - their .~  
emphasis on factory work as opposed to Parliamentary manoeuvres, etc.

- Their achievement of clarity is both a result of, and dialeotically yr-
a cause of, their implantation in the heart of the class, in A A V
combination with the massive and real freedom of debate which existed
in the Party and which, at the vital points in the struggle, frequently  -

Q

went against its centralized authority.  J my it

"Frequently went against its centralized authority"? When? where? How?
What line formulated by Lenin was ever rejected on a Party basis, with or ¢.
without internal or public discussion? Just look at it: Tthe April Theses,. f
July days, the Insurrection, the assumption of State Power, the national-  
isation decrees, the Cheka, the Vesenka, the Red Army, Brest-Litovsk, the,1
suppression of socialist parties, militarisation of Labour, right on down ;1'
the pike to you know where! L _ 9, 7 F ~ 

We must repeatedly stress that Lenin could never grasp the reasons fort ' 
the collapse of the Social Democracy because his own ideology and organ-

v

isation were an integral part and continuation of that collapse. And when'
Korsch succeeded in ferreting out the philosophic roots of reformist miasma
with his Marxism and Philosophy, he and his exposition were calumniated  
and suppressed by the "jrd International", and no less an arrogant and I
cowardly bureaucrat than the slinky Zinoviev called Korsch a C  J 1' ,
'"wildekleinburger". Let the revolutionary movement decide for itself who
was the real petty-bourgeois gone mad: Korsch or Ilych! ‘

The second text by Aberdeen more or less covers the same grounds as T
the first and it would be redundant to answer each and every point again."  
What we would like to conclude with is a plea to our Scotish comrades to_
cut the umbilical cord to Lenin because whomever does not will eventually §,

\.l

gag on its rancid fluids.' O j  ' my _  , ~
The class instincts of the Aberdeen comrades are sound, even if erroneously
they project them onto a party where it simply just doesn't correspond.  
Let us then advance with the arduous task of constructing our New International,
without hoary-illusions, and in which the quality of the revolutionary V ya-
movement itself is the main guarantee of its emancipatory, communist  
integrity. ,4 -F C A
TAMA wonxnns AFFINITY GROUP (February, 1983)
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THUIELQ§g§@Q1QE¥ELEQ§§§HpEFEAT (Nigg Oil Platform Construction Strike)

This Strike has stood strong now for more than four weeks and has defied-..
all the management attempts to divide and break you. But one thing is‘ “I
absolutely clear.

THE UNIONS ARE AGAINST YOU.

The stewards have argued all along that the only way forward is to make
the strike official, but that is a GUARANTEE OF DEFEAT. The unions are
against your struggle because they accept the same logic of the capitalist
marketplace as the management, That's why people like Lafferty and Gray
have never been out of the news whining about Hi~Fab's losses. They acqgpi
that the management are being "reasonable“ in demanding redundancies and in
screwing up work rates. Their first priority is the health of the profits
and to hell with the workers. That's why the unions gnppert the 21 con»
ditions which ihey negotiated and have tried to frighten you by repeating
the management threats about closure.

Don’t be fooled by the shouting of the stewards. They rejected the 21 "
points which their own bosses in-the union negotiated because they knew
that anything else they said at that point would be ignored. As stewards
they are part of the unions and in the long run they ll do what the unions

strike your actions spoke loud and clear?want. When you came out on

GIVE US
GIVE US

-;'* -_ "T *1. GIVE be

B./L. CK TEE SH0VflhS
-THE SEELTMES
THE'JEICI;A§*

NOTHING TO DISCUSS Z
,L-I'._/' -TeO ee FT.I3

,l

Three weeks later what is Rab Wilson saying; "Let us go back in and then
we'll discuss it.” That means only one thing ~ they'll negotiate how
much the management can get away with. Now he's saying that the only way
forward is to get the unions to make it official. L

BUT THE UNIOUS ARE AGAIflST YOU.

They will acc§p§_the harsh new conditions. They will gg§ept_the redunug Wx_‘
dancies which are comming. Just as they accepted the 140,000 redundancies _
among steel workers in the past three years and the tens of thousands of
shipyard workers who have been sacked. Ask the workers at BL, at Scott
Lithgows, at Havensoraig, at hobb Caledon. And all the other 5 million who s
are on the dole. All the unions have done about unemployment and falling
living standards is to divert the anger of workers into useless cul~deesacs ~
token one day strikes. useless marches to Parliament ~ and made sure that ~ii
the strikes they couldn't avoid stayed locked in isolation. This is because‘ A
the unions and the capitalists believe the same thing H that the economic
crisis can only be solved by workers making sacrifices. That is why they -
attack our struggles.
THE w.':.r ..1'z=*c).;,rF~wm1xan  r ...'.P _ J .

4

Thats why the strike must be defeated if it is left to the unions and ,m ¥?'_
stewards. You've already shown your strength"~ the blackleg-attempts were -#
smashed and the 400 sackings were reversed; but be clear, this was not 7'
achieved by 'union"strength and skill. It was achieved by your own masg
collective strenght. The way forward must build on that and that means~ _
%31r§*EBEEEei“3f“¥he struggle yourgekggg. This means:  Q *

. fiEGtLfiX HASS HHQTINGSL
Ali F7 ,ECT1'lT1‘ .{?.l§%'.D 1’ =fl;ii"}7{) (L? I;I.§~=.? T ;IK C(31‘*’Ii ’TI'I“I‘ I1}-J‘ ,

- ‘T001 F TwWT"uv rnfiwl‘.-_ +_i. _J.*.1. --J..:.\...,,\J.:.-. ,..L\=--.1 _ .

&flG$LAE MASS PICKETS EOT TQKEN ONES xignore the government»__
,picket guidelines. Theyire designed,f0 defeat you} »,», _

.,; .__ SPnEAD THE STRIKE ,;,_¢q -- I -.- -‘ -. . ‘ . J _ . .
~ - .1 .- . - _ . . '

Isolation is your greatest enemy. Send large delegations to other yards and
. | ' - '- »

> _ .

ii 
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firms to speak to the workers and to ask for their support. Don't send
union officials to talk to union officials. The workers at the Ardesier
yard have already given financial support but the only real solidarity id
sympathy strikes.

Follow the example of the Fife electricians at Moss Morran. In August £00
went on strike AGAINST union orders when they were ordered to work in the
rain. Three days later they persuaded 200 workers at Lumas, a neighbouring
yard, to strike in support. Two days later worlers at Braefoot Tanker
terminal also struck in support. All against union orders. By the 16th of
August all their demands had been met. ITS ALL ONE FIGHT.

But even if this strike succeeds the victory can only be a temporary one.
The crisis of capitalism is world wide and will NEVER be solved. Every
country is hit ~ from America to Russia, from Britain to China. We know
how the capitalists solved their crisis in the 20‘s and 50's and they‘re
preparing to do the same again. They have only one answer H attack the work»
ers and prepare for war.

Every time we fight to defend ourselves, every time we say to hell with "
your interests, every time we put our own needs before the needs of profit,
we point to the only way out ~ the destruction of the whole rotten
capitalist system. "

HO TO THE AEDUNMANOIES
NO TO THE 21 POINTS
SPQHAD THE STXIKE -
hGnIH€T THE UNIONS

-Q

1;-1» '/-Isl-1B-1;-t‘:1!-_?i* ' fl.:..fiI:r:%e-E-'.=lI*=-"~"nl_'»;&.. 45-M -=l--‘fins.--fl..=..J_ - -as--I - fin. '\.:J-.:;t_\..i--.an

This leaflet is published by the Communist Bulletin Group who can be -
contacted at Box S5, 45 Candlemakers Row, Edinburgh.
§.'$..l-.-'..3.'_~Ir._.fln:"" _al.-.n-.-|ma-.u.‘i-.4.._.»I-r--Q-n-t.-4|_.-Q-.n#- -$1--..h\--.4:-1..4....a.;.-3.. :u.- I . q;...g....a...-..-1 ._Qrtn -..lI$..i.4-i-vfln-.-".i.alI.=a=-n
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(reproduced from the original leaflet}
CORBESPONDENCE.....CORREPONDENCE......COBRESPOhDENCE.....COBRESPONDENCE........
Dear Comrades, June 1983

Owing to financial and political difficulties, the:nagazine "College
amenti" has not appeared for 3 years. During_this period we have published several.
booklets, some on.historical themes, some about local struggles. We have decided to
start a new series of the review: it will be edited by Comrades in.Nfilan.and will be
called "Collegianentiewobbly (as the comrades who participated in Wobbly will also
participate in Collegianenti).
The fomlowing reasons lead us to this decision:—
* The development of a series of important struggles in such sectors as the schools,
the hospitals, the unemployed and technically unemployed workers.... (in the schools
the teaching assistants were involved. These struggles have at least two important
aspects; l) Following cuts in public expenditure, the confrontation has a
social character.

2) Organs of stable struggle were set up with anti-union platforms. "
* The change in attitude of the industrial working class has shown on the one hand,
a definite critique of traditional.politics (parties,unions) and a great deal of
combativity around specific issues (eg. sliding scales), and on the other handgpass- '
ivity and a difficulty in confronting the problems of restructuring in the workplace.
* The increasing "combativity" of the traditional bosses and the bosses in the black
economy, along with the old and new middle classes who have fought with success to
obtain legal improvements and changes in their favour from the state.
* The crisis of political.parties which show themselves sometimes as the development
of technocratic tendencies, sometimes as the result of an internal political and cri-
minalmwar.

14 CONTINUED PAGE l5
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. . ‘THE WAR IN CEAD

0 tion -»w w t Alntr,duc_, L g  ‘V gt, _ g ,1 V  
. what follows is a translation of a leaflet issued jointly by two groups is‘o

France: 'L'Eveil Internationa1liste' and 'L'Insecurite Socials‘. 'L'Eveil  
- Internationaliste' regularly publishes translations of texts written by, ,t L

various groups involved in 'lntercgm'. The leaflet may be seen as an implicit
criticism of the proposal for "ultra~left entrism" into CND which appeared in.
the last issue of ‘Intercom'. CED upholds society as it is (including cones:
ventional wars) and sees nuclear weapons as an aberration. This leaflet traces
war.to its roots in the violence of everyday life under capitalism. Instead_fl-
or making."tactical" approachesto an organisation which opposes our class '
viewpoint, we should be publicising the true facts about war and the threat oft
war, as widely as our limited resources will allow. ~ ‘ T L-

. - - _ I ‘ F

(aw ~ Wildcat, Manchester). A
.” it A 1 AFRICAN SAFARI - t - i‘l A _

May ’78:*French and Belgian intervention in Zaire. The ‘socialist? opposition,-s
with a dove in its hands says it disapproves of the African "adventure". it y
August '85: The opposition is now in government. Another identical “adventure”,
is underway in Chad. Behind the dove, the paratroopers and legionnaires barespi

, .
their claws. . s  ‘ Q ~

The same capitalist dirty tricks, justified by the same hypocritical democratic
slogans about "the defence of peace and Chadst territorial integrity“. There~,-,
has been almost twenty years of uninterrupted war M today in Chad, yesterday
in Algeria, Indochina etc.... For the masses_of the worlds‘ population, for
the population in Chad, todays' battles are no worse than yesterdays or tomorrows.
The capitalist world is a permanent nightmare, far removed from the peaceful
dream-world of the-Western democracies. o up  

France has been in Chad for a long time. France is defending its‘ hunting 
territory in Africa all the more jealosy because it is losing ground there to
the "masters of the world". African states have turned to America and Hussia:-
pimps with more muscle. And young sharks like Libya have to gamble to stay in _  
the game. '

These are the basic facts about this sordid_episode. All the restis hot~air to~
disguise the fact that this is a war between capitalist states. The conflict,
for a long time a local one, has acquired a continent»wide, or even wider di»
mension, and several important states are involved. In fact all states are now
preparing for a future explosion of world~wide conflict. This is the purpose ofr‘
the current campaign of chauvinist intoxication in France.

Since the end of the Algerian war there has been peace in Frances the ‘peace’ _
\ . .of wage slavery, the 'peace7 of the horror of the daily violence of capitalism. ~

There have been foreign wars, but they seem like something that happens somewhere’
else far away ~ something that has nothing to do with the daily routine in thew",
“national community". AsQlong,asponlyjmercenariesaand volunteers go to fight in3“‘
foreign wars, they still seem a long way off. In a democratic state, the threat
of war in ones own country seems like a terrifying shattering of peace, even - wt
more horrible than our miserable existence in the present crisis. Fear spread by
the treat of war makespeople want tokeep the peace that exists now in“ouri I
country". But this national peace is social peace, where wage slaves put up, 4
with things and don't make too much rsss. ‘ '””'“i “ A L A

The mood in France at the moment is not one of warlike enthusiasm, but of‘
indifference mixed with disquiet, of “let them do what they want to" in re-
sponse to Socialist~Communist escapade in Africa.

1 .,
, 1 - - . _

. - ' .4 ‘ . .The@French~stateQisiable teYwage a local war in Africa on the basis of this
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. 1 -passive national unity. For a worldLwar, where the whole population is mobilised,
on andibehind the battle lines, this will not be enough. The guardians of
social order who control us, helped by their trade unionists and their intellectual
“champions of democracy“, want to transform our fear of kicking the bucket
into p3tTiOtiC hysteria ~ into fear of an enemy portrayed as a tyrant, as a
blood crazed monster against whom brave pacifists are simply forced to defend '8
themselves in the name of peace and the security of all 3' Alf Colonel A '
Gadaffi did not exist it would be necessary to invent a bogeyman like him. j‘, _
Our ideas are.being force~fed to us by the radio, TV and newspapers. The skirma
ishes around Fort Largo, a large village accurately known as the “capital.of_ '_
Chad“, have assumed, according to the media, the proportions of thefbattlesii,
at Verdun or Stalingrad! It is the same for all the"news' of the military ‘
situation. As §a£i§:§atghLput it so wellt “ the weighty words, the shocking w
photos....“ Through the spectacle of war, sinking its roots into the violence
of the world in which we live, the state prepares us for our role as sheep in _
todays peace, and as actors in tomorrows war. It is this social peace which t
must be shattered Z8 t@,,' I , LL L L o t -

- _ _ .. -_ - » - _
_ 4 - - . - -

‘ .

28.8.85 "e f~;'¢ r5 '* ' .5 A
‘Le Groupe Communists Eveil Internationaliste‘ and other communists in Nantes,
BP221, 4460a St Nazaire, France.
‘lnsecurite' Socials’ BP245, 75564 PARIS, Cedex_12, France. if

...And from a leaflet produced earlier the same month by Eveil Internationaliste:
I. _ .

- .
. 1 _ .

. < . _ ' ' - 'n ' - _ - . . -

' -

“LThis war is the product of world capitalism. The working class must not t~ to -
take sides. One doesn‘t choose between the plague and cholera Z Each side is

‘I &involved is equally reactionary and equally capitalist. Whichever wins, the =
lot of the people will not improve. All that will happen is that someone elseLL
will be growing fat on their backs.i " L it L" I _ L . g

The only_correct response is to turn our guns against all those who lead us to»
wards war: the Gadaffi‘s and the Mitterandts, the Goukinis and_Ouedeis (local ,
war~lords in Chad » translator) .,

Here, the only way of expressing our opposition would be to organise, through
strikes and sabotage, a blockade of arms shipments to the troops in Chad."; T

‘."|". ' _

Gollegiamenti Correspondence Continued from page 14. A "

This*framework.shows_in what way we_plan ts develop an analysis and intervention.
jglhbg ;j@§§st@,§Qp§,.E@ try tqjlink this work to an analysis of the crisis atna

Q-lips-I
.‘-qlktul-on-04¢ Q I 5

naiignaliang igte£§ation§lLlevel,'Ne hqpe that y?P;§;Q interested innan.exchange of

pu.lications, texts and others taxis material, and the reciprocal.mention of each
others publications. V s L L "N , , .L L L. H _

Our magazine will appear.3 or 4 times a year from.Sept/Oct. l983. If-you.are  

interested, could ysu send us a half~page article introducing your QubliCati@H,iI'
which we publish in our foreign papers column. v ~..- ~. ,

' ‘fraternal greetings,'  _i ‘ _ LL -L _ L , i

the editorial group ,L s .G.Garrozaa, C.P.l362.50,ilOO Firenze,Italy

l6
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SUCIALISM AND NUNEY.iY  1- W " L ,L 1

_ , .. i f. L . _ . - - . ‘ L . L

' -. .- . . - .- --.-,-_- .- -..-.Iw.-sq;-10-..'v'f‘-I~ --. -- -
, -

INTBBDUCTION. "This article was originally presented as a discussionf
document at»a Careless Talk meeting. Alt was intended to be a fairlyji L,
straightforward introduction to some socialist economics.  However,'it L
does not peemend to be a definitive exposition of the subject and any H
criticsms will be gratefully received. LThe division of the documenti if
into pointsfwas intended to break up the subject into manageable blocks..

A. Any attempt to look at the question of economics is bound to requireL
the introduction of new terms and words that may be unfamiliar tp people.
This is because socialist economics were fdrst developed over 150 years
ago and whilst they may have-been ibtelligable then, out educationl
system has removed them from common knowledge (through the mystificatidns
of 'economics' and 'sociology‘). Unless we are prepared to throw away ‘
the inB¥QhtsLof whole generations of socialists, it follows that we mustn
be prepared to make some efforts to understand themss  .["-~x£'w‘

. .. . | . - _. - I L_ _ _ .. _ L .

. t _ I L . L _ .

8. The crucial point- what makes capitalism different from every previos
kind of society is that the basic relations of society are commodity s
relations, or to put it in other words, everything we need is a commodity
- it is something to be bought and sold. Even our leisure time is increas-
ingly becoming dominated by the commodity - nowhere can we escape buying 
and selling. In fact the whole micrd-electronic boom is an attempt to 
bring leisure time more under the domination of the commodity. L pg,

___ . . | . - ,_ - -_ . --

, |

C. A commodity has two values, its use value - or its usefulness and its
exchange value — which_is almost, but not quite, its price. Everything
that is produced has a use value, it must be useful, otherwise it would
not be sold. LHowever, usefulness does ggt determine price - we can all
thinkl of examples of very usefiml things that are free or very cheap, and
we can all think of things that are practically useless, but are veryfLn
expensive. so y ; ‘T. L iL__ L L . LL . .L' N

D. So what determones price?  It is the exchange value. iprice may differ
from the exchange value due to temporary factors like scarcity or because
some manufacturer has got a cheaper process than his competitors. Over t
time, however. we can say that price and exchange value are the same. The
exchange value of a commodity is determined by the amount offsocially "
necessary, average, labour time that goes into its production and A
reproduction. Any estimator in any manufacturing process can tell you that
it isLthe amount of time that it takes_to produce a product that deter-
mines its price.i This leads to the very subversive argument that labour
is the only source of wealth e that raw materials are valueless ubtil
human labour is applied to them. This 18 known as the Labour Theory L
of Ualue.“ A _  l A 1 I e " L_L

q

E. Everything in capitalism is a~commodity. It therefore follows that *
human labour is also a commodity, 7Uorkers (blue collar and white collar)
sell their ability to work to a capitalist (ewe call it their labour' ;
power - likejelectric power and water power) in return for a wage., The,
wage is the payment For the labour power. ,This payment is calculated on
the same basis as for that of_any other commodity - the amount of Iabowr
time necessary to reproduce it (make it again). §Putting it another way, 
the worker receiwes enough money to purchase enough commodities to keep
him/her and his/her family fit and healthy ebough to do the next weeks;
work and to raise the next generation of workers. This is, of course,* "
modified by the fact that what is 'enough' is not an absolute figure, but
is affected by all sorts of other factors. like what the workers will put
up with, how hard they are prepares-to fight to improve their conditions,
what is the culturallyu acceptable level and other things.

l'7= '
I

‘-

a .

I
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F. It Follows from all this that when a worker works For
7 or whatever) he/she produces more extra value than isiu
her. yln a day he/she may produce £250'wortq; of goods, o
extra value over the price of raw materials and wear and

8 hqurs (or
sad to pay him/
F which £50 is
tear on the M

machihes.and tools used, but the day's wage may only he £?@., Hence, aj
fmgure of £30 surplus value has been produced; This belongaato thelit'§
capitalist and is used to purchase new capital, pay rents and pay prcfitss

‘(The production of wealth in modern society is a social paocess, not
evry worker actually produces something with his/her hand 5 ; but mighty
be necessary-for th8t.pIOdUCt to be made, hence the surplus value is Qt 

"extracted tron the class of wfirkers as~a whole, not From,
we can therefore say thdzthe capitafists exploits the work
happens all the time, even when a so-called ‘Fair wgge' V

and_is not some Form of robbery.< c'. i r
| ‘ ‘ -

. ' _ 4

G. Surplus vale may be produced as above, but it is only

1P@rmj@fi"m¢@ay..y Money serves two main Functions: * "‘*
4 - I 5 l " ' ' . -1 ~ ' _ .. _ _,

tcfwgdods.-although it~dqe§*the latter very inefficiently

individuals.)
ers. This!
is being paid.

The creation of surplus value is a natural part of commodity society __

realised (made
real, becqme usable) when commoditmes are exchanged.. This requires some

" .1 '1"

. . I

y%i)?§tfpermits the exchnage of equal values and hence the oircuIafifofi“1Y
I ' I I.0 - T -

Wdrii) it permits the accumhlation of;capital§(the storing of wealth in 3.
Form that will not perish) which sea jheh be used to turther exploit ';,
labour. ¢, “-r J ' * T "c‘ ~ c

On both these counts, then, money is_Objcctionable:
V 1 ‘ . . '

| . I , .

;i);exchange permits the realisation cF§surplus value.)
ii) it permits wealth to be accumulated; _{y  ' n

It is impossible to conceive of money having any other Functions, or" ~
sé%v1ng‘any;@tner functions. = ¢»  I S"

- : "- ... ." 1- -- ~_' ' ‘
. I \

. - -

0
. Q

H. Socialism aims to abolish the commodity, because it is the production
of commodities which leads to exploitation and hence capitalism andi ~

“I.

‘the modemn state, which is necessary to defend the capitalists‘ priv- "‘
ileges. what makes a commodity different From any other type of product
yis‘that_it has an exchange value -.hence¢socialism aims to abolish "l
‘exchange. Socialism requires a newysystem For the distribution of
products, Things will be produced for use not exchange.

” I. 'This is
. . V. _

ltmhaszbeeh
m£ning~what
can be sold

the hardest part of all. ¢How will products be distributed?_
xsuggested that supply and demand are useful ways of detere 'k

_is wanted (actually_they donlt,-they only determine what ..;
‘at a profit). HOuQVQP,tI would like to suggest one system

that may allow a certain Flexibility - I'm not saying it's the only way,
or even necessarily desirable. Many products and services will naturally
be Freely available in whatever quantities people want -
basic Foodstuffs, basic clothing, housing and so on. O
scarce products may be rationed. (This may mean that they
Freely available than they are now). This rationing coul
ed using some kind of voucher system. People could be is
vouchers that can be Redwood redeemed against such scarce
vouchers would only be issued to a specific person, would
eable with anyone else, could not be accumulated beyond a
period and would be destroyed-after use ~ so could not be
would envisage the scarce products being given a notional
and vouchers also being measured in ‘points’. Thus a rec
offpoint value 34 would be'exehanged*for 34 points worth
evt;tn@s@ vouchers would not be money, because they could
accumulated and could not be really exchanged, nor cculd

r. ,
’ - H - '

circulate. ' "

like transport,
ther more~‘ ‘f”
will be7moreW"

d be accomplish?
sued with ‘N t

goods.Y These S
not be exchang-
certain time
saved.‘ I ‘is
'pointivaluel,

ord player ~_~
of vouchers. ~
not bef ~- i‘they y,, .

An individual would be given a certain number of points vouchers evry
18

 . _ _. .___. . ._. ____i__i_.._. _ _  
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week/month or whatever and can use them on any 'points' products
within a given time period. Hence the individual would have a choice
in what scarce products he/she chose to acquire - this would permit the
real value of the supply/demand system to function.  As.points can not
be used exchanged or accumulated (for very long), they cannot be used
to exploit others. It could also be determined that when an individual
has already got a scarce product, say a record player, then he/she will
not be entitled to use his/her points to egt another one till everyone
in the area who wants one has doen so. Thus scarce products themselves
could not be accumulated and later used as weapons to exploit others. :
The choice as to whether to operate such a system could quite safely
be left to local communes or sollectives tn make. .._ I

‘ . - > - '

- _ .‘ ' , - _ .,. _ - ,

3. The ideas outlined above in (I) are nbvinusly tentative and leavn 
begging a whole hnst of other questions to do with prnductinn.and, —
distribution in a socialist society." It would be helpful id others "
felt ableqto tackle some aspects of these. ‘S V I 5 ‘ r

_ _ ; _ - .
|- - - 'f' T -  . ¥   TLUUIS ROBERTSON.

. t --‘

Whz I'an not a Socialist ! t f ;f/ ”'gg_ i f
Roadineithrofvh the article on "Socialism.and Mona " above, I case to realise Y_ ._

why Iahare never been able to call uyselfi a socialist, Underlining the article is
' ' ' \ . ' ' ' - ..'

a certain faith.in rationalism.which I have never been able to‘share. Of course it A
is possible to raise various practical objections to such a voucher system, but?
even if they ¢su1a all be answered, I=€DnJt think.I'd find such a society much
of an improvement, and certainly not a sosiety worth fighting for. T t ;g

_ _‘__ - : _‘ ' 9 _ _ - -. . _ _ '

Any wéoucherjiisysften 1%er.1a.i_11s has ed on value, mullL to a 1;.1ark‘.et
where ull.the carefully calculated rules are ignored in a carefully calculated way.
So there would have to be 8.C1"_.1lI]J_?j‘" -'Stration, at method for the b].a.Ck£1aIic'e.tT,

a system of forfeits for those who break the rules, in fact all.the familiar quaL~
_ . x -' --

itiee which.make up the modern state. ,.' -  .i’f”i t  t ‘ S ' x

There is no point in working out an equitable distribution of flomnodoiies, -this
» - . _ \ ' -

is just a distopian concept of the bourgeois revolution. I can understand Louis
desire to start speaking about a future revolutionaryisocietyy but I £eel.the

- . ,.. .

picture he has painted is in the old owenite utilitarian.tradition.which dominateu
l.9th century sociali'.sr.1. I believe that ca more picture eiuerge if we

look at hOW‘p€Qpl$ relate to each other, rather than how they relate to things; a -
society where you donlt have to lock up your house for fear.of getting_your stuff

2 > , _-_ ~ . - ‘
‘ ' Q

nicked, a society where even.if your stuff was nicked you.woulQn't hind oomuch
. _ a

because a) you.would.know they musthave needed it for soaething_urgent to have -
. - . d

ninked it and b) the people around you would help you overcame any"inconvenience. »
Such e;society'where»oo»operation woulfi be the rule and nothing more, would t

negate any'neeu for rationing. Scarce artidles would he distributed both.between it
I ._ - ¢and within communities on the basis of what is appropriate to the various neefie

K - - I .. . , _ I

and desires.-In fact if there were extreuely scarce personal consumer items to -
_ ' I 7 . . I

1. .be distributed lotteries might be a suitable way for allocation. But I would resist c
J - > . ._

any voucher system which would return us to the uarketplace. . y - ,=~;T.. .-
,w~      x T gr  V 191 . y y-  . Richard Essex) wt,
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Once again the question of erganisaticn seems ta be cropping up in Intercaue The
ultra-leftists have always had a paranoia about the proletariat never getting its act
tngether withaut the tutelage cf a crach cadre cf nissianaries. The anarchists have
salways viewed their ideology rather like aids, to be spread around by gay abandon.
But this is all escapism, aplungewinta gobble-Ce-gaekr_Lets take a clear leak at things.

Dc we need any erganisaticnal basis, be it a party, an reralutienary'unien, er
subtle ureanisatien of revulutienariesswhcse characteristics have been cached up cut
idf the banes cfua de.f dachshund, tn make lave ? NcL.Certainly'net§_+§WhiLst;thi5-1r
may be true fersuchysteuteheartea preletarians as us , the sane may net held true
fer the aeg@n@rate¢nedbers pf therbeurgeaisie and petitebcurgeaisie whe set Up~ *
ana get involved in pJlitiC&lHfiIQupS as a way of finding people ta sleep with)q§'f'
Therefere there is ne reason te.supp0se we need anyfisart cf crganisatian_what so eyer
to make a revelutien; Fer a revblutian is the'generatienjanC’realfiase of that saaeb“
pas%ien‘that-still.renains;clesetted in the private uerld of sexuality; As the nulti~
ple§f£;§rgas1n,;,>f5pr<jletarian revclutixan- ripples 'fram Bangkok to Bax I-111';.1.‘?'- all nanner
cf less genitally'centred places (far the praletarian.revelutien also marks the end
af the epoch cf genitalecentred human sexnality) there is an essential.break.with.all
erganisaticn..A way of being erupts through the functianal.relaticnships which held c,
the semi-equilibrium which we like ta call capitalisn.in place. All organisaticn can
only be stretches out in terns sf such functienal relatians ie. is at heart capitalist
and to spept aside by revolution. What need will.we have for erganisaticn as we
wander hand in hand anangst the wreckage >f*capitalist seciety,sneulderingThithidesire
as the tnhhss brothels an&'palaces an of the bourgeoisie sneulder around us.,What +*-'
sense will there be,in,talking~ef“a"revolutionary"party, as welrest amongst the _
rcuble ef sane bourgeeis8a's heuse,.eur ears cached for sane plaintiff cry by the _
hapless. f-_;}r111eI" inhabitant wh-awhas clecicleci tg spend thelastiiifew ~- '
chahed heurs of their life entertaining the ridiculcus,neticn that we night just
be pcssibky interested in digging them out. Their whimperingsijust_addraTcertain' L

'0piquancy tayaurnlerefnaking;  y ., 4. - " ” ' L, ,;;,; Y “r”
However, whilst such speculation an the future is tantalising,we are still at the;

level cf breaking thrcugh the ice cf inhibited relatiens. It is noyjthat our critical
pewers arejcalled span. We'nust'nake clear taht allxccncepts sf parties are merely '
ways of shrinking bach;fren the tasks that lie befcre us, a delegation cf our own
respansibilities to some historic ghost that has senehew fed of cur.weaknesses. _

| ( ‘ 1 I‘ Q ‘

Although the wayieur camnhn projects are acheiveé cannot be gavernea by some abstract
principle but necessarily is derived fren.the nature cf the praject involved, it is‘  
thraughr the critical ccnsciausness cf these involved that the generatidn*and.per~- __
petuatian of alienated and alienating_ways gf-relating’can be expased, eftenrthereby'l
shewing up some flaw"inJihe cancept cf the eriginal.preject. ' ' ' ,_ ,_ A ,,

Anarchists'have cansistently'nisrepresentec the situaticn threugh the netiah that
it is possible ta enter into pastecapitalist;relativnships in varieus radical (and

._. 0 _-

often net-so~raCical) prajects; But all such projects still.retain the twisted helix I ‘
of their genesis. Whilst they ferget the revdlutianary nature of a sacialsrevalution
their fellawlconfusicnists if the ultra+l@ft,ebcure the social nature ef it. For ""
then it all.bails dawn ta the seizure cf power whether by means cf Wcrkers Councils :
er the party. Their desire to avoid bureaucratisatiun nay well.be_sincere,'but then
we all wish that the belsheviks has been truly revalutianary, that the russian.and, '
world revelutien had been successful, and that we-were newyreaping the benefits. This
does not get reund the fact that weire net“and that political parties will.generate -
bureaucracies even if they are callee national erganisatibns, er organisatians Jf ~
revelutianaries._ » ' - I , V

. - . _-. ' 1

| . _ J _

(NOTE: Sheulfi anyane_Qaubt the crthadcxy af the abeve, a few menents brief reflect-
ion will.shew that it lies well within the scfipe cf scientific socialise. Sexuality
is bcund up with the genesis ef gametes, cells which no lenger cantain the sane i”'-
internal structure as the rest of the organism. In this they*breaKiwith the basis cf, ~
organisatian being ia'fact anti~thetical ta the erganisn which prqauces then; Theyi
have te be prqtecteéffrQn.the various biolqgicalsfunctiens which xhnipelice the bodyci
wiping nut any subuersive cells. Frcn.this we can see that the cinclusians abave are,
necessitated by the precepts af_dialectical materialism and scientific marxisn.)

... - <_ '

~4* '“ ‘H _ ; =§ Richard Essex
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UT PRISONgg.qlgQ -QQc|o.0cO.on0oo‘,0_o0_ao IililOIIOOOQOOIIUOIOIIOIOCIII _ up

(Translators note: The discussion here continues some themes developed in "Our
v ~ . 1 ,

Kingd was a Prison" which appeared :Ln the Pilot issue of the New Ultra-Left -
Review - that magazine that we now -know and love as Intercom I That article took;
ye, long _ look. et how they organised- themselves. This continues such critical
activity. when I see lsong articles about centralism, federlaltisn, organisa;tion,f] it 1
just reminds me that these questions are not abstract questions but must be dealt
within uh-.e context of our practical projects) 1 5

During the annual get-together of the group "Pour une Intervention Connunis'te"~,
heldywon the léth/l'7th May l98l, a reaction of disgust had united thosewho -kept L

following the politica.l-burlesque departure of the future members y of the groupee
"Volonte Communists" ( "Revolution Socials") . The majority of we;-eew
just fundamentally opposed to their theses, but also to their megalo-maniac proposals
(a monthly paper and leaflets in view of an war or revolution) .  A L
"After several- months and the departure of the comrades who wentonito the p

group "Guerra de Glasse", the group "L-‘Insecurite Sociale" was setup y by progressively
abandonningthe theory of. a mortal crisis leading to revolution or » .
this helped to understand that generally the "crisisists" (Trans Note’:pipiT1'Y saying
that~"—1 when you've had a few) needed to justify their existence efim. as revolutionaries
by the existence of a crisis, and not by their refusal of the world of commodities
and the state; that their ideas were based on the notion that the proletariat could
orily insurge on the basis of "demands". As "revolutionaries" never know hunger or so
"material"*msery, the "crisisists" were lead. to consider themselves as being ep ,  vl
different species from the rest of the proletariat. L ' O

 As reported in No.0 of "L'Insecu_rite Sociale", the ideas which tmitedswuswerei -much
more in evidence in "Our Kingdom was Prison" than in the "Reflrexions on proletarian
Autonomy". Those disagreements which still existed were left as secondary in the face
of a split or a connunaJ.,_refle ction radically breaking with what we had in the
PICQ We also discovered that a 2 grioup,couJ.d be based on certain affinities impossible
to sise in the politics of a. platform. The collective and evolution.
has been profound the existence of "L'Insecu". we becane engaged. or re-engaged
with various reflections previously obscured by us" or others, trying to move beyond
a way of thi.nk.ing based on slogans and grandiose formulations. ... . We understood that
an adversaries arguments couldnlt s:|'r1p_l_y be dealt with by dealing with their apparent
contents -- we also i had -to deal with their inner logic and the form; that ultimately an
argument couldrfl t be fought with another argument. having understood that our
arguments, our .:"inte1'ven_tions" couldn't convince anyone, thatfthey could however
help’ to bring out the ideas which they were already more or toyingw;i.th. The
conception of the "role" of revolutionaries was rejected, and the  justification er o
our existence that we together because we thought the world wa.sl1:i.n+'
human and pthat we share our ideas as widely as possible with those ‘who found ‘
themselves" at situation as us. Meetings with other groups or 4
were sometimes us, to see how ourpre-occupations ‘were viewed w T
others, and so to better understand reality through such exchanges. '

From this"globally positive situation" stagnation has developed. Over: the last few
months away of working sprung up in '1L'Insecu", arising from conceptions  
everyone more or less shares and which can be summarised as follows: People encounter
each other in a more or less fornal. way inwwgorder to carry out or not carry out the
common tasks, the group increasinglygibecane a publications group more than anything
else. Such a gm way of working eeneee relatively effective for a while, but it
could not be the usual way of relating for a group. On the one hand, it leads to
what "L ‘ Insecu" has lived through and which we discuss in a moment. On the other
hand it is the - generally unsaid- proof of differences of opinion between participants
which are wanted to be ove-rcame in common activity. . This can appear to have a concrete
usef_ulness. But from one nonent to the next, it. hinders the clarification of evrything
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to the benefit of affinitiesvwhichibecone less and less real as they are increasingly
affirmed and also brings*us to want we want to_raise in relation to the critique
of the practical functiening of the groep. ‘ I "l "" ' it

This having cone about, ee.have h 0ome_to realise that there lS.& barrier to more
long term activity in common and perhaps even dialogue¢_This is no real cause for_
astonishment. The globally unfarourahle situation for communist activity favours
the stagnation of existing groups ( and even their degeneration) and to the divergent
evolution of their nenbers. In the crisis ofIL'Insecu, as in thatwwe have seen.in the
PIG, theyire are certainflpractical" difficulties which appear! "‘ ‘  i' I "

~< pThe jobs that need'éoing aren't done (the mail.isn't collected, contributions
are no longer paid) or they are i@mmnmn;avoide& and treated as chores (dishing out -
leaflets for example).

- "Clans" emerge; increasingly discussion_takes place outside meetings, which
shows_that there are disagreements which.have not been discussed within the goup.

1 ' - .1 . \ * ' .
Q Q ¢ .

I. e ‘The disagreements cristalise around opposing organisatisnal.conceptions, the .
nost'easy@tn'bejknawn straight off. vi“-' ‘_§'-iv"' ' u 1 I‘)

' . ‘ . ' , - . Y.
. _ , r . . . . '

' " . ‘ . ', _ - 4 - -
I I I .35 ."- ._- "' ' . "' 1 '.

: ‘- u i 4 I
- ,, . - . a_ ~ - - _ _

l .

In particular it is around the forn.of theflneeting that our incompatabilities are
apparent.-Some of us feel that over the last few months the group has been existing
pless and less. The gathering of individuals having connon positions and wanting toi.
act together has disappeared. The affinities are no longer alive. It is more just a_
miserable'talking shop where amateurs in this style of relating can deliver theirh
»nonologue and the others wait impatiently for closing tnne‘! H I

we say that theznisery, such as its expressed, was a manifestation of deep diff-;
erences amongst us.we apologised for the seperatian of beings, of their atonisation.
We wouldebe communists are not going to continually'suhmit to this dominance of_ I
the real world over our activity week in week out. -xx p_ up , rill

The unanswered nail, the tiresone.leaflets are also synptons of the differences in
about the activity of the.group..We think.that at the-tine there'were important diffs
erences over our_last pamphlet "Salariat et Luttes Revenéicatives" (see this issue
Of INTERCOM) within our ex—group, and an indifference in relation to our activityz-
We felt that the attitude aéopted by those we felt had disagreements and/or7in~ -
difference appeared to us to be a refusal to cenfront the others. ~ I  '-‘ 

I In View of the above, it no longer appears possible to us for communist aetivity
to cantinue within the framework of~"L‘Insecu". This would be in contradiction with
our perspectives: - = I '  y ”_ p V

V — ‘Regular association based on agreement on "communist positions" and not on a
simple rejection of capitalisn and its institutions. (uni;ns,parlianentarisn.etc..)_

' I I - | I

p-T The development and collective participation in the functioning of the group,
a . D

- The_repercussion, by the participants, fron.aur-discussions to the outsideaz
- The search for coherence. we dnn't_have to agree about everything, but we' ‘ %%

have to be clear about what we_do agree about without any half measures or reticenees.
f , . . _ _ . _ . ‘ l

' - _ ‘ ' - ‘ . _' . ' :_ . . -

— The opening of meetings to other individuals, after the prior agreement of ~u.J

nenbers of the group, ~ ' ' ~ " g ‘_ 'p T E

e Particular activity with others (groups er individuals) whnse behaviour and
positions are not antagonistic with our i=omn.‘ ; *-  _

. ‘ I -

- _ J .
| . ' ' _ _ '_ . '-\. -.- ' ' "

/\ . . '- . . ‘
' . 1 ' ' ' _
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A LIBERT TRANSLATIDN PROJECT ARIAN y I 1% p  M

Libertarian communist/anarchist ideas have experienced a re-emergence in Europe
andfNorth.America since the late sixties. There are many reasons for this, the best
of which is a series of radical strikes and revolts, another one being that peoplel A
in various countries haveagnttenniegetheiwpfliniinfi P¥QJ@§§5aQ§@§n§l%@@@;%s¢ lilies. ~¢
and printed new books and periodicals; thus making libertarian information mere .
available; From here in California, I get the impressionpthat there is*a (relative)' f
abundance of libertarian communist information in English; Spanish, French an' "
German, but what about Eastern European or Middle Eastern or African languages ?¢“
One >f the good reasons that leninist propaganda has been so throroughly spread" i 
across the world is that since the early inst twenties, the merristeleninists have . >
been hard at work translating "their" histories and disinfprnation.into the langrflv g
uages of the people of the "third" world.) Obwiously the libertarian movement doesn't
have the kind of resources that the average Leninist regime¢has, but ifi liberteriafl
communist_ideas are to break out of their "first world" isolation, we have_to_beghn
some kind of project to translate books and pamphlets into the major.languages of”
people in the East bloc, Africa and Asia. 2

Four languages that would be good to start with are Turkish, Polish, Arabic and
Earsi (Persian). Due to the nature of the capitalist world system much of the North _
African, eastern European and Middle Eastern proletariat are in economic exile in
Western Europe. Many people from those areas have also cone to europe to escape
political.persecution. Many places in the arabic speaking world, Poland, Turkey and
Iran have large working classes with a history of class -consciousyrebelliousness. ,
How ouch further could rebellions in those places go if a variety of coherent
communist and libertarian perspectives were available in printed form. WE HAVE T0-
BEGIN TO QUALITATIVELY EXTEND THE COMMUNIST LIBERTARIAN REVOLUTIONARY PROJECT THROUGH
OUT THE REST OF THE WORLD. E E, ,

Let's take.Poland for example. To many of us Poland iS the HDSt5pIOHiH€Ht P90€flt
example of our kind of struggle; a movement of millions of people, many of when
were working not simply for the 'self-management! of their.workplaces but for the p .
revolutionary self-management of all.aspects of social life,sa movement against the*r

. market and against the state. Many of the people involved in the events there seen.to
have identified themselves as anti-authoritarian socialistsl There were several groups
such as the ‘Signal group, that explicitly defined themselves as anarchists. But from
what live peadwpthe only libertarian.naterial they had to work;with were a few ihd
Kropofifiinwpanphlets and a history of the Kronstadt Uprising (I?) all sealing with
eVentSv€Qin€ beck sixty Years or more.  ~ A A P‘  .i ~ -u

Q

 Polish exiles that I net recently tile of how GeorgerOrwellJselQ8§=ann.Animal.Farn'
P-re Secretly but evw-e@ra~ ssvifi
socialist works by Orwell are unavailable. Wouldn't the more radical workers andi
students in Poland be bett$r able tovcambat the influeneeiofipfiests afid§"MarRe€“553”?'
Socialists" like Walssa anfi KOR if they had better information about the~sfi§be§sesT“i1'
ens fsilsrefi Of ether revolutionary etrsaalas enQ.@f coherent r@Y@latieHsry>theery;%<. '0

,-

Qr Taster: like Paleni is Q1988 PhYSi°el¢Pr@Ximi@Y»tQ Westeie.E@I?PsaaAaa»#e@nalhe5»;..
site of intense conflicts between the working classes and capital.and the state. The D
organisedjleft has been a big part of the proble. In?Turkey‘andYin*Irenqfiany”w@rKtfig*i
people and revolutionaries have taken profoundlylradical.actions*and~beefiisympathetief
to socialist-ideas'although generally of alsocial denacratie as Lenifiist7hefit£=I aave~*
a friend from Iran who ifiterested in translating.ssme works; The following is a€short=‘
list of Pamphlets and books which Iithinkfiwoula be usefulii *Ji* - ‘“*@*% *5 #~ ‘J

. r‘ 1 .» ' 1» ‘ - ’ _ - . . -. . . . I ' . ' ' ' 5 :
- . . . - V - - _ - . _ - 3 ' .' - . r _ I ' - - - - - _ - _.. - i _ _ , . 1 _ - 1 | JI > . _ ' | 1 , _ -‘ _ ~ 1 .. 5 I I I , , l ‘ - I A

. - ._. . . -.' - _. - --. . ._~ .- ._ .. _- | _. __ ..> - , . A - . -_ __-. I“ -;‘, .. _ _ _ .‘ __ _ V _ _ , . _ U .
. \- . \

l) The Bolsheviks and workers Control by Maurice Brinton @F W _,fifi:‘;h
2) Thewlrrational inuPolitics~bg Maurice Brinton.= +*e -4 A - ;». "ii; <5 f.§
3) The Edlipse ans Reeenergence of the connunist.Movement by Jean Barret anal: 1

Francois Martin ‘7~ **'TWL1 I-I * <1 ";g»~er@;~¢
4) Hungary L56 by Andy Anéerson l Ik A ._ y),. . , I; - _ my ,y.~H. ..~
5) ,.Thé.H5fiKing’Class_Uprisingfiin East5Germanyrl953 by Echanges et Movementifi _Y¢ pp.
6)‘v The Deeline an@)Fall of the Spectacular+Commodity'Economy by the Sihustisnist ip,
7) v”Red-EYénf"silihsiteriefia¢eeeufii§t J¢uia€Iiihet Cele out in Befikeieiiagfew years" A

A ~~‘§~ba¢n.iTney"oniy;pub11sheeigne issue; but it is very@well'written§gndg n
it “fiery ¢Qfi¢?@nt)), fly s “ H g3E;'i'] A Ql §ggi7T'.. ”'n, -T“ - n
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8) Poland l970—7l.CapitaliSQNfiQG Glass Struggle put out by I00 in France _

.. ,_ 4. -- . -. .-1 - .
_ ..-. ._.: -

Most of the above titles are published by Black and Red (now defunct), in Detroit.
, , . . ._

, .I think it night be useful to begin translating pamphlets and short books, being
, _ .1‘ ,." ' _ ' _ "

. _ ii I -I . _ | I .

-1-L‘:-4? 1? u» I =-I mg. Q-‘#0 0 0 am-‘<9 0.1» 1-3» 4, 0%‘-0.0 4»? fr?-1o*'1i‘0 Q-in cf 1‘-Ir‘,-Ii '1»-0 0‘-1v 011 a 124+" -r-' 0 r-' 0 '-0 Q-f=»'0"o.c '1?1*‘?-‘-1_q~‘4j<l»f*\4?-4-fKi Q gs.‘ Q‘--;_.= t “_ l
. ,_ . _ ‘ - '

., ~ I .-_ - . - _
_ ,, i ‘--_ I _ - .

less-lengthy they would be less of a chore to translate and less expensive to produce.
at1this.stage my proposal is rather vague; I haven't addressed questions of. o h

_' , - ' \ _

contacting people to translate the material, proofreading, raising funds to f
publish th61raterial, which printer or printers to use etc 'Perhaps libertarians f
in-Gerfiany ERG FI&H¢9 are in contact with Turkish and Arabic speaking comrades

» . , _ '

and they could co-ordinate Turkish and Arabic language projects. '

I think translated naterial should_represent a variety of theoretically coherent
ii5ert&Ii3fl§leftiQ@&fi, left communist, anarcho-syndicalist, autononist and so on.

-n. - - .

._, '. . ,

 ~ Keith Sorel e

Q/o Anti-Authoritarian Studies, 300 Eshelnan Hall, U.C. Berkeley, Berkeley GA 94720 USA

- ‘vi l  eueeeeeee -s ~"
Correspondence fron,Black.Star .i_

n i I is 1-,. as
Dear Comrades, ;" to e  f e _ ep 19 3

J ,{-_ ;Ihanks very nuch for the.latest issue of "Intercmn". It seals to be
going fron strength to strength, Let us hope thiS trend continues. It is by strange
coincidence that this letter follows the enclosure of Black;Star No.8 in Intercmn *‘

_ . - - - -._. __ _ _. __ ‘I
Y I vj A._ . I . .

No. 3 which announced that B.S. had ceased publication (Incidently“produced some eight1
months ago). We now write to announce the rebirth of BeS. Former collective members, "
now living in the Buckinghanshire area have taken the decision to resume publication. “

.-. .-- "'

No.1 Vol. 2 should be out in the autumn. (Typists note: itis nut). ' c 5 - y“ °
. . ' '- - I ,_

'Wefintend to follow a similar editorial line and format but nni placing greater‘
emphasis on theory, debate and analysis. We hope to publish a.paper three or four
tines a year: more often if we can afford it.

Whilst maintaining a clear class struggle line with an unwavering coemiteemt to than
srsatian if e free eeemseist soéiety, we do feel that a hreedergperseestive on Uh$~ .
mature of struggle and organisation shouls be developed. we feel that we are Wa§.nneW

' ..
_ - . ' I

with, as Intercom itself proclaims, "the minority communist tendency" which dessrihes
itself ea anarchist, libertarian, council and left communist. Within this trend.fihq;  

. _ _‘ _

there is an urgent need to'build bridges‘. This we feel can only cons about by dis-  =_
cussion, debate and the sharing of experiences. At the nonent Intercom seems to ,,
playing»iizi this role. Therefore the development and support of this bulletin is
alll important, as is the greater circulation and production of bulletins, broad~
sheets and papers_by people in.synpathy with prvjfifits of this nature.

Another, if )7 1 . ambitious, project of interest to us is an atteipt to
develop some kins of synthesis between Bakunisn and Marxism. (shock horror say the
purists) In this vein we quote the late Guy Aldred, a.nan we admire as a constant
and prolific anti-parliamentarian communist propagandist who when defining the
difference between the two socialist thinkers said:- ,): H .

.\- -- ..v 1
.. |_~ -

"Marx defined the social revolution, whilst Bakunin e§pressed it. The first steed
for the invincible logic of the cause. The second cancentrated in his own person its

unqv-erlchable spirit. "Marx was an iz;1preg1_a_ble rock of first principles, re.m.ors»elessl.y.  
composed of faets. He developed the intellegence of capitalist society and witnessed
to the indestructibility of socialism. He incarnated the proletarian upheaval. He
was the immovable mountin of the revmlution. Bakunin on the other hand was the
tempest. He synbelised the coming flood. Both were great brave men; and forever they
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gave conpleteness ta the certitude of Revolution. They promised success by land and
by water. They synbolised inexhaustible patience, unwearying stability, inevitable g
growth and tireless resistless attack. Who can conceive of‘a world not made up of
land and water ? who can conceive of the social revolution without the work of.Marx,,
and Bakunin ?" ~" . p p- ,A o on

Food for thought ? We certainly think.so and feel the possibilityof some developmemnt
of some kind of synthesis could benefit our movement in general. _ V A

As we mentioned earlier, this (to us anyway) is a somewhat ambitious task. We
would appreciate help and support from Intercom comrades and readers who have more
experience than us in this field. ~ ... p rpv ,

Constructive letters articles and documents witha.a view to publication
.are more than welcome. if A - v‘ ~

yours fraternally
w->-.(.i YBlack@Star Collective

' ’ ""- '"- Q---.-._........ _ -- -\.-..

I

-P.O. Box 153, Wolverton, Milton Keynes, Bucks, U.K,
,i”” ' ‘*"  ~ r": e*e**a*s***. _,. .. 3

. - ~ ' . '..

Correspondence from L‘Eveilulnternationaliste. ... 2, _ A they ~
‘ not * ‘e >¢~' w e . i 27th August l983

I _ _ ' -. . ' . ‘w...
. .. ‘_1_:..:.

Dear Comrades, y p _ 4, _ A  vi: ~  ~
_ In answer to your request, here isda short introduction to L!Eveil, o

Internationaliste. ' ‘ r ti" r p y

_;,,Most of the members who are involved in "The Internationalist Awakwning"'come from
the extreme left (Maoism, Trotskyism, Anarchism....) At the start of'l977,*E.I, still

- .thQHght it was possible "To leap the attack to.win over the masses" armed with the 3
minimum political line based on"cleared up ,Bnninims:Leninism" and the first four
congresses of the IC. The writing of a political.platform was put in hand, but at‘

_ the end of a few months, the work.hung fire. At the most we began to glimpse the scale
of work to which we addressed'ourselves: the assessment of the counterareyolution. At

' the same time, we regularly gave out leaflets about local struggles, or national and
international events. But a lot of-questions raised by the reality came up; the y
national question, the conception of the world revolution, the trades unions,'the

" connection between communists and the class.novement, and so on..And we began to think
that leninism did not provide satisfactory answerfi to thesfi qu@StiQfiSl After this was
a period of noticeable withdrawal. Our interventions decrease (leaflets passing from
one per fortnight to one per month). By the way this coincided with the falling back
,of the class struggle in France, so we spend-more time with theoretical research. The
word research is not too strong. Because, if there is anything which has become clear
to us, it is that we will not find the stark naked truth in the books written by our
illustrious predecessors. If we start with the study of different lefts (Italian, German
Dutch and so on) in order to fill our crass ignorance inherited from stalinism, we do
that with a critical attitude. We had finished with the Grand-Fathers who had resolved

-, everything in our place I Orphans, we had to learn to fend for ourselves, all the
," “(more so because’among the existing groups, none gave satisfactory answers to the
§ questions that came up. The first step in this work appears in the pamphlet written
= for the 3rd International Conference (with the ICC and so on) in April.l980. This

H_text is an anxxiadvance inasmuch as it tries and to some extentis successful in rising
Yabove the debate of "what is to be done" (Lenin), but it remains contradicory: If it

' realises the importance of the dynamics of the movement, it drowns in a classical.xx
vagueness the question of the development of the movement. In thisftextp we rose up
against all seperation between the class and its minorities, but the way we tackled

' paths question constantly smuggled in this seperation. After that, we made some progress
“tin understanding in a sharper way the capitalist social relationship_and its raj.

'"“Dfication. So we arrived at the (temporary) conclusion that :there is no gap"between
"immediate struggele" and "struggle for communism", but only the_development by bounds
of social subversion.This leap is favoured by making clearer and clearer, in the move-
ment itself, the contradiction in capitalist social relationship which doesn't appear
as such in ordinary times. The revolutionary minorities intervene in this prQ¢ess by
helping the over-stepping of the mark,’trying to avoid the dead ends. These positions
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are developped in the first issueof iur review (SUBVERSIQN) but this issue still.
remains academic, ideological and literary ( to be continued in the next issue).'
Otherwise, we continue to give out leaflets in some factories of the two towns
where we are present, and try to intervene in the small strikes that take place t
today; in the direction of workers Aotonony; We are now trying to deepen our critique
of marxisn, against the separations which often appear in narxisn between politics
econonics and so on. We try also to deepen the discussion with other groups (for ;
instance "Insecurite Socials" in Paris and other individuals in Nantes) which seen n
near to us and engage in some activity with then, even though the level.3f the
class struggle is very low.   A ‘A i  it ’ pp   at

L'Eveil Internationaliste, HP 221, 44604 Saint-Nazaire Cedex, France.i
A ssssssss

. " _.PRACTICAL ANARCHY: * A '
Reviewing past actions & anticipating the new

what we_have done: Practical.Anarchy has cone out monthly or bi-monthly. the ~’ ~
E§EE5Ei5H"te1ng Aug~Dec, but then several bulletins appeared. Demos, factories and
occasionally broos have been leafleted, Q public meetings withwlocal speakers in the
McLelleH Galleries, provincial meetings with varied degrees of inpact, in Glydebank,
East Kilbri§.e a Paisley. Following; on from this street speaking has been tried in
Argyle St. Another form of street presence has been direct action/illegal demos in.
Maryhihl,.Anderston and the GBI. Local groups have sprung up in.Kilfiarnock.and
Stirling. 't i V
How is this receive . A B.A.s are usually-well received eg. GND demos, no. of -
people picking them up in the bookshop,palthough in th8rO&S$ of factories-like Gavan
Shipbuilders or Yarrows it is difficult to deternine._An interest in anarchist ideas A
has been eveidefi5*iD the public mestingss,The;first<meetingnat.Mclellan‘s demonstrated
& @iffi§ul§Y bsthlih ifilfifi the way we 0QQJuniCate & what was being.said. The 2nd one
was much more geared to involvement but presentation was still a;prot&en. In Glyde-
bank we stuck to a fixed agenda and did,not confrint confused youth. EK was more
successful, although fimfin@unrnh;not dping much to put people in touch »with eachzzfis
other. Paisley was on.nuch.nore familiar territory but the s.neeting~was.narred by A"
a drunk etc.. Success on a street meeting depends on participation from passersby &
1unriLky the audience has been too passive. The Maryhillraction.gmmunsbdmmmmmum"was““* 
badly conceived at the recruitment office, The Holiday Inn proved to be reasonably
Successful in publicity although the action was precarious. The OBI; again in put»*
licity, but failed in involving the unemployed. A real pxnmiss problem persists for A
isolated activists and $uppOIting then. f _ , ;. ,‘ =‘ _ it »A * 
Sgme G5ng1ueions:ii Is P.A. acheiving tkq the right tone, the articles addressing thee
real issues of our time, does it fall halfway between a paper and a leaflet ? How
do we view ourselves in relation to the left ? (and in demos etc). The bookshop is T
a much neededflbase/place for anarchist lit etc., it may soon fail or ctd as less
avowediy'libertarian. Do.we need to think.of our awn centre/printing room/ooh. 7 
service/nesting area etc. & how it would be funded. In distributing~the;broAdsheet -t
should youth & the unemployed.be more important ? Why'do so few people distribute it?~
Are other.means of connunication.such as radio possible ( with commitment) ?-Publici
meetings are in demand-but how can we acheive more participation, and how- do we
open up discussion free of dogma/ activity free of ritualwkThe discussion meetings
are emerging but a seemingly ingrained resistance is felt mistakenly"ty"nany"anarch-
ists for whom wider reflection & coherent thought is boring/peripheral/lacks action
etc. The Glydeside (male?) Anarchists is largely the reality; although sane women  
are now realising the virtue of an Anarchist wonens forum. By attacking the right"
of women to organise autonomouslygsome anarchists strengthen"unity" against trad

fl: ‘Q

itional male dominance as opposed to a critique of separatism; How will.a federation
of groups work, Glascow as central etc (satellites) Accepting new people into the fold
is more precarious in a libertarian group. Propaganda of the deed and prepared
direct action in different spheres of life - how do we identify what is feasib1e,o
desirable, not elitist etc ? The relative importance of the traditional medium-of
street speaking. . T ,p_ . 2€_ y _ .a fl< A 1

. -" i‘ ‘I!
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Beyond Localism; Local groups such as Castlemilk, encourage action in local.cir-
cumstances, but rarely are these situations unique. Glass solidarity is to be dixnnnmw
aged encouraged but how does the solidarity escape from many of the oppressive feat-
ures of its culture ? The dominant values of present society are found within our 
attitudes and assumptions. The decomposition of present society, the partia1.under- .
mining of authority in;individual/collective resistance to authority, are universal
and consciousness of the OOMMN significancegof actions has to be realised & proper ,
gated, In {community action" fostered by appendices_of the state, participation is . 
prescribed, contained & parochial. How does anarchist activity avoid "participationfl
/purism/ e fetish of direct action ? Beyond this, how is a federation-from the bse g
horizontsally acheived ? Links with other libertarian groups, anarchist & single. -- -A A . no 1 _- * -u .1". 1isssue - are they possible on a lowest conaon.cenom1nator of aims? More "ueV€lOp6L"
lbut scattered groups like the London workers Group, Wildcat etc - how can A -V
links be developed for mutual benefit. Similarly, international exchanges are spas-.
medic & often the most worthwhile groups do not have theflanarchist" lalell Simlarly,

--r

solidarity/propaganda in support of international events. L
Box.3, 488 Great Western Road, Glascow. "

_ _ . '?»%--It-Ft-ii--)6-X--3!--3%--)%-)(-*
_ _. 4 _ I
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Historical;Reprintf o» M G _ p bi:-A A pp),

Following the Claus Barbie article in the last Qlntercomfl we received a letter;
questioning the soundness of the article and the_general approach of some of the . ,1
french revolutionary groups. For sane time now some of them have been involved in 1"
agitation to expose the mythology of the "gas chambers" in,Gernany and its conquered}
domain during the thirties and forties. It is claimed that this mythology was used to
give ideological backing to the imperialist invasions by the USA, Britain and the
USSR and to hide the fact that nnmmmnns the enormous number of deaths was simply the“
result of deprivation due to war. A   at \'_

| -._ ' , _ . -_ .' ' ' _, I - .

,However in order to stretch people's increuulity even further, we have bfifinyinr *
vestigating the notion that "war" does not exist, but is:just=an_ideological;,_;, 2
device to increase exploitation and hide the number people who die in industrial'1w-
accidents. -

I _ . - _ . -
A ~ ' - .

I I > A I I . - -

It is in this context.that we present a text by the gernan revolutionary Johannes
Baader. Originally published in June 1920 simultaneously in Hanover, Berlin andjfinnih
Munich, the three parts reproduced here constituted the first, fourth and fifth floors
of a Dadaist Monumental Architecture, which went by the name of "The Power and Decline
of Germany or the Fantastic Biography of Oberdada". The second and third sixxinx
storeys, respectively titled "Metaphysical Afflication" and "Iniation" proved tedious
and hard to translate, and hence have beeheomitted. The groundfloor and Foundations
were pre-determined before birth and therefore do not constitute part of the edifice
However there is also an.Attic which consists of a xi cylinder that propelled itself
into the sky proclaiming the glory of the schoolmaster Hagensdorf Lesepult, subsequ-
ently shattering into peices which were put on sale for 7.85 marks. Of course, this
Hagensdorf Lesepult is the very swabian pastor of Weimar to whom Goethe gave a copy
of his Italian Journey, declaring that without this, Lesepult could generally"under~
stand no literature. The letter "W" refers to the "crown and fundanent of the cosmos;
cassiopia; the Kaiser; the aeroplane; tramlines and the sum of all ills."

This text was also published in.the E:"Dada.Almanach" edited by"R.Huelsenbech,IPub.
Erich Reiss Verlag, Berlin l920. It clarifies some historical.vaguaries like a hand-
ful of grit thrown into a muddy pond.

R.E. (Historical Reprints Group)

FIRST FLOOR: The preparation for the Qberdada
From the realm of metaphysics (also known as the "paddling pool") on the 2lst of

June l875, there gently arose the birthday of thefi Oberdada, from the first hint of
a pathological mentality stretched from Pallas to Walruss Dada (see Karl Hagensbeckk
zoo) through the indian lions of the pomneranian farmers, not counting any price
control ( and hence brass-gold coins) near the tumbledown church tower of the CROSS
church (Dresden) than the competeing remains of the newly built and still beloved
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Dresden tewnhalls Shpcked and distraught patrons stand in the smouldering ruins of fin
the.overturned church. An GDQUIEQQS;fl&Sh-&pp€&IiHg inrtheFmiddlewef the area iHEI£E5
increased these plastic architectural,&etails to the original ideal of architecture
suspended,in a carbide lemp_which_wes,teken frsm the Dresden Fine Arts Association ~i
for MhnueentelcSepulchres,(Beeder, Metzner, Rossler, Hempel) to be cremeted in 1963/A
A light flashes in the falsehy wreng,Qitecti0n of the presupposition af'an"inspir§=i
tion offs irxxeiking future travelling between.Schillers{poems with the motto "DADA~
saysll" and the fiirst edition of "FORTY LETTERS OF CHRIST" fromeD-Tram Kaiser Wilhelms
reils. This magnificence-symbolically written through the circular rails spirals xxx
around the flesh sf light till.finelly there is an explcsionlr ‘ T-V F"

FOURTH FLOOR:  The.Werld War F ~ O
The warld wer is e war ef the newspapers: In reality it has never existed. The

figure of history, this dismembered heed hung eut on genuine beverien beeswax int .
front of e regal prussian "rex" pressure coaker, will never allow such e med pere@"”"
sex as.a reel world war.-Thus no EEK newspapers can be believed; They are all nensense
from the first news pf the mebilisation,thraugh.K,Leige, the battle of thejMarne, vi*
the retreet frcm_Russie right up te the armistice. The press made the war uQ;”The*“’t
Oberdeda will terminate it. ‘  T “ T O O ‘Z T "T it  T

~ _ ~_| .. . - _

. . ' i , - - _ -' _ . ' | V 'I . - . .. ' ". \ |_ .
.1 ‘ " _ ‘

- u~ , r _ > - . .
, ' ‘ . . . -

F V ' Wvrlfl Revulution ‘ 'FIFTH FLOOR:_ c Vh1 ‘ O §A ,cr . O ;l ; ¢ ;. ¢ "~l: ~  %
This is the communist world revalutian, the building stene"and.medness of the

proctor pf the diletariat (Hausmann) that the wdrld writes after the greet hand only
ta decline the safety of deliverance out of the_/fl/ taken in the mauth. This is the
miflfertune of the werld historical situetian, but however: ffef -- T ~i ~- ~“

‘ . ‘ _ .I shall he threun into a lump: these whe aren't for me
are against me (peaplfi used to say pardon). Toéey is the 5 .
cemmunish of price central of brqams,uith which we shell
tidy up the.uorlQ with. Here from this cylineer, on the
very wines Of ,Hage.r1@rc-rf uLesep1111'=, I -'br=:>¢ec‘_cas"t in T
the ether the lest deliverance ef life:end;death;?Anyene

l- who hesn' t- genes_;b<j3d_Wi13l1,th@_Dvb~€$IC1a.t18- "is e '-£301 I
' .' ‘.---

T ;v -_'n ~5”' IR I-;Juhanfi@S Bender
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LETTER we Iwmsscom pg Inrcacow a
Since intercom is intendedtl be a discussion bulletin I would like to bring
into the opon some of the issues hinted at in the M.B. - Gjon exchange (Inter-
éom 2 and 3), the account of the Keele conference in Intercom 3, and the
racent ‘class war' controversy in Freedom which has involved members of the
Workers‘ Playtime and Wildcat groups.
To start with I'll quote the second of Intercomis criteria.for participation
"Commitment to the communist objective — abolition of nation states and the
mfiney/market/wages'system"and its replacement by the common ownership and,
democratic control of the world's resourcés"., yc_ , . r_ g

_ - 0

From this it could be deduced that: p GE -e ,ij¢Y g - '
Firstly capitalism is a system wherein the means of production are owned"
and controlled by a minority and wherein goods are produced by.the exploits
ation of wage labour to be sold for profit via the market. “ V - .§
;Secondly that_the class structure"of;capitalism cons1sts_of a division W
between (i) the owners/controllers of‘the means of production_and (ii)
.a propsrtiless class whose labour power is exploited to produce goods in
ireturn for a wage. g v' P-1 _, 1 lg“, H . W, N
Thirdly that, in the words oflMuB. of Wildcat§fV(commodity) production, and
the extraction of surplus value at the point of production iS the ?life—
blood’ of the system. Its subversion and eventual destruction_(is)...the
c;keyT.to the destruction of the whole system," (Freedom 13 August).t,, i_
Inflmy-opinion this is a dangerously narrow conception of capitalist society
5 dangerous because the conclusions to be drawn from such a conception do"
not lead in the direction of the complete overthrow of capitalism and thel
successful establishment of a communist society worthy of the name. pg V
The.Intercom categories of analysis exclude large numhers of people who are
neither capitalists nor direct producers of surplus value, yet-who have no

 ‘t 1' t stem and who would have everything to gain fromstake in the capi a-1S sy _  T > 1 k,.. I _ _'“"“' ' - F ' ' ' t . children} students the unem-theestahlishment of a communist socie y e g. ,, fl.,, , , ,, e
ployed, unwaged domestic labourers, tertiary sectorpwcrksfs, T6tlr@d pe0pl@—
- the%listWis as wide as the Interhom categories are narrow. y" g ,,,_"pt

By excluding these groups from its theoretical.analysis I fearrthat Intereh
com is also thereby excluding them from playing any active~part,in~the'%e~,@
actual revolution to overthrow capitalism, apart from in a supportingjroIé”‘
to the leading actors, the direct producers of surplus value. . up if l

I .1 . . . ‘-4- . _ _ I ' ‘ .
-- ' -

Who's to say anyway what the ‘life-blood‘ of the capitalist system really :*
is? Might not the part played by, for_example, those engaged in the reprQe;l
duction of labour power be just as vital to the functioning of tha System ~
as the part played by those who are direct producers_df_surplus swipe; But_p
Intercom seems to believe that the direct producers of surplus value play .
th§_most important part in the functioning of capitalism. Furthermore, not
only are they seen as the most important part of the propertidess=class in I
relation to caggtalism...they also seem to be regarded as the most important
part of the class full stop. It is accounts of their struggles that domin- ’
ate Wildcat ans Workers‘ Plsytlms. 1* lsethelr Strusalss that are-regarded -
as centralwtoithe overthrow of capitalism, and it will F9 them who dominate
the administration of 'communist' society through the councils of delegates
elected by mass meetings of factory workers. / I-‘Te. .i

What, exactly, is the rest of the non-propnrtied class actually supposed to
do during the communist revolution, apart from assist, support etc the ‘most
important‘ section of its class? If ‘workplace class struggle’ is all-im-
portant, what about those who have no ‘workplace’ to ‘struggle’ in?

If Intercom carries on in its present orientation - concentrating on the
workplace struggles of direct producres and denigrating the struggles of
other sections of the non-propertied class whose oppression stems often
only indirectly from the exploitation of wage labour — then I see no way in
-which it can hope to realise its sixth criteria for participation: "the
active participation by the whole working class in its own emancipation
through a social revolution which overthrows all governments, bosses and
leaders." At most it will achieve a revolution in which direct producers
will be the leaders and the rest of the class will be semi-passive supporters.
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Unless these issues are addressed I'm afraid-Itcan only sae,lntercom bee» ‘-
coming the mouthpiece of another vanguardist ideology —Pa vanguardismqnata r
of any political party but of a section of the working class, the directfi‘ c
producers of surplus value. (Perhaps this is an ideological reflection of
the socio—economic composition of most of those involved in theiIntercmm,p '
pI'O-j'e‘Ct‘?fi);.~ _ V _ I _ y. _ Y I,_

1 _ .
' - =-

Oppression in capitalist society takes many forms and exists on many levels» <
While all such oppression is ultimate1y'related to the fundamental nature of *
capitalism as'a cl3Ss-divided society this does not mean that all struggleq+~:
against oppression must take place on the terrain of workplace class struggle.
Indeed in purely practical terms many struggles simply cannot take place in+,t
such an arena. Also, just§because'all oppression rests on the foundationnx @§
of the class division in capitalist society, this does not mean that once y»
this c1ass'division is destroyed all other oppressions will collapse, auto- ¢;
matically,‘overnight, like a pack of cards. Much ‘superstructural‘ oppressionq
althodgh“originally‘:a product of class division, has over time taken on i ,
a momentum of its own and wegcannot expect it to disappear magically un1@ss"#~
it is combatted as vigorously now as oppression more directly related to calss
divisions is.‘ ' *€f~  ; i "; ? fgw ‘ _ ~ _~M,
Because oppression takes many forms each struggle against oppressuon can only
involve a section of the working class struggling against one particular ,. _
oppression; all struggles within capitalism (at the-moment anyway) are partial
struggles — ndysection*of the working class is more important than any any j;‘
other and no struggle is more vital than any Oth€Tw In fact many strnggles-q=,
‘at the pointx of'production“are'a good i deal less fundamentally oppdse§3‘,l
to aspects of capitalism than some of the soecalled ‘partial’ struggles. '
The term"partial"struggle‘ has become synonymous with ‘reformism‘. The Q _,
negativity implicit in literal definitions of ‘partial‘ — drelating to aiggt
part only: Qgt total or entire" e seems to have been developed to the extent
of denying that the ‘part‘ has apy relation to or connection with the ‘ené
tirety"or ‘totality‘. I believe that‘thisFmistakenrinterpretation;should=
be reversed and that partial struggles against aspects of capitalist society‘
should nonetheless be regarded as genuine antiecapitalist struggles in spite;
of their shortcomings — which is deffiitely not to say that these short- c  
comings should got always be pointed out, and the potential and necessity- ,
for_the’partial to develop into the total always@clearly spelt out.= " -

.3 . 1. _
,‘ ,-, .. ._ _ ' \_

In practical terms this implies that more than just lipeservice shofild be *
paid to the ideal of active intervention.ineall>partial*struggles"with§the~#§
aim of showing how the struggle of sections of;the”workingflclass over partice
uIhr issues can and must be related_to the struggle of the entire class '
against all capitalist oppression." = I y vq ~. ~1.= . - -_»a - . '
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While we were putting the first issue of Workers Playtime together, we had
a visit from some comrades in the French group “L’Insecurite Sociale”.
After looking through such articles as we had completed, they made the
remark that they didn’t get to grips with the question of the demands put
forward in the struggles’ we were writing about.

A few months later, we got a copy of a pamphlet they’ve produced about
“Wage Labour and Demand Struggles”

This article. isn’t the last word on the subject —- far from it. But it does
raise an interesting perspective on workplace struggle. We’d be very
interested to hear what other people think about this.

Today we can see the limit of all
struggles for simple demands in the actual
development of class struggle : - its un-
official origin bypassing 11116 unions, its
progressive demoralisation, finally sinking
back into bittemess. What is needed at
the moment is a social mobilisation which
is increasingly against wage labour itself,
and which goes beyond the framework of
the single company or trade. But this is
going to be much more difficult than the
major strikes of the ‘70s, for’ it means
that the working class will have to stop
acting as an economic category of_capit-
alist society ; in other words, as waged
workers trying to get a better retum for
our labour in the futile hope that this
will improve our lot. Everything that is
mutilated and repressed by capitalism as
it reduces us to packages of commodit-
ies must fmally emerge in the struggle of
the working class.

' The struggles which broke out in
Europe in the 70’s, for example in Spain
and lltaly, demonstrate through their
weakness and the ,_ difficulty of going
further, that the working class movement
is finding it difficult to’ confront the
problem of changing the basis of its
struggle. The weight of ideology and its
institutions obstructs this change, not
only reflecting the weakness of the class
struggle, but also playing a very active
‘part in it. The domination of capital rests
on two things : frstly, the invisible con-
ditioning of individuals, which leads them
to produce and reproduce competetive-
ness, atomisation and subordination in
every aspect of their lives, and secondly
the visible location of individuals within
organisations (unions, parties, etc...)
whose role is to discipline them. It’s the
extent of the class struggle, its advances
and retreats, which allows us to consider

~the questions attached to the abolitionof
wage labour : what, in practice, are the
responses to this inertia? What form and
content will assist them?...

The experience of those working class
struggles which have at least -partially
gone beyond putting forward lists of

demands shows that their form of organ-
isation is that of assemblies with the
ultimate power decision on the actions
undertaken. This is the only organisation-
al form allowing everybody to genuinely
participate, which generates unity, and
where decisions and their implementation
are directly connected. Any important
struggle throws into question the forms
of struggle which capitalism adopts to
ensure that its domination is accepted.
So it’s no surprise that our struggles dev-
elop forms of organisation that already

AGELABOUR&DEl\/\
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express -the communist revolution, and
which represent a step towards it.

In saying this we don’t wish to intro-
duce any scparation between the form
and content of struggle. While the “coun-
cillist”» form will undoubtedly be necess-
ary for a future revolution, it’s no guaran-
tee against its eventual degeneration.
Only the autonomous activity of the
working class e in large numbers -— can
permanently overthrow the social
relations of capitalism, without
compromise, and without coming to a
halt within forms it’s employed in the
past.‘ Beyond such terms as ‘council’,
‘committee’ or ‘assembly’, which could
just as easily disguise the persistence of
relations of exploitation, the working
class must organise itself in communities
of action emerging directly from the
struggle.

When we say that the abolition of
commodity society will be a social proc-
ess which overturns all the relations bet-
ween people, we aren’t appealing to
recipes drawn from history. This struggle
of ‘disintegration of all social dislocation,
leads workers to seek points of leverage
in their material circumstances which will

AND STRUGGLES
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make any goingback more difficult. The. 3
human cormnunity won’t be achieved in a
fortnight, and it cannot come about on
the basis of any significant and lasting
breach in the relations between people.
Life cannot continue without social
organisation. If the working class does
not set up autonomous mass organisation
which can express and implement social
transformation, the immediate joy of
insur-rection will be swiftly replaced by
savage repression from those forces which
want to restore the old order, with the
active consent of one part of the pop-
ulation.

Just as everything depends on the
ability and power of the working class to
take charge of their own destiny, so the
concrete reality of this -autonomy
depends on the formation of communit-
ies of action which allow workers to
transform their daily lives through the
immediate results of their decisions. In
their recent struggles, -Polish workers
spontaneously created sovereign general
assemblies and strike committees only to
see this break with the society of exploit-
ation tum into the emergence of
Solidarity, a permanent structure‘ of
negotiation, a union like any other. The
superficial view of this process quickly
glosses- over the importance of working
class“ self-organisation, and sees only an
absence of any will to place capital itself
in question. But this ignores the fact that
in any struggle of importance, the refusal
of exploitation by the working class
always spontaneously takes the form of
collective bodies in which the division
between the representatives and the
represented is rejected, and a community
of struggle aims to maintain the power of
decision-making. From the moment that
the Polish workers wanted to negotiate
their wage conditions at national level, it
was logical that a union would emerge
from their movement, complete with
experts in negotiation and manipulation
of the workers. And it was logical that as
this - structure emerged, the self-
organisation present at the beginning of
the struggle should be undermined. While
the principal reason here was the inertia
and inability of the working class -to
spread the revolutionary process, we must
not gloss over the problem of self-organ -
isation,. because all the priests of wage-
exploitation, from the Bolsheviks to the
Socialists — including Walesa on the way
— struggle pitilessly against this
autonomy.

THE BURDEN OF UNIONISM

However militant workers are, they will
always run up against not just the union
machinery, but also a deeply interiorised
trade union logic. This logic is expressed
through unions and parties as atendency
to claim power for themselves. But it is

also expressed within the working class as
a tendency to become involved, passively
or actively, in organisations which lie out-
side of them. The burden of these -organ-
isations is only one expression of the sur-
vival of capitalism in the working class -
as ideology, as a type of social structure,
and as a relation between people. The
pretence that possession of a ‘theory’
means the possession of truth would have
no real standing if the workers didn’t
have the conviction - reinforced every
day by the conditions of life under
capitalism — that general questions are
the province of specialists and that their
own experiences aren’t important.

These interlinked tendencies derive
from the same reality and ‘lead to the
same dead end. Politicians and trade
unionists who seek to impose their point
of view by any means possible, always
have the means to do so -faced with
workers powerless -to respond to their
flood of words or to thwart their
cunning. They only ‘betray’ because they
are trusted in the first place. No-one can
betray people for long if they don’t want
to be betrayed and act to ensure it
doesn’t happen.

The working class has been lulled to
sleep by the myth of trade unionism, set
in an equally mythological history
(General Strike, World War against
fascism, Parliamentary socialism, the
Welfare State, Nationalisation, etc.) Acc-
ording to this myth, unions struggle to
improve working class living conditions.
In reality they’ve never done anything of
the sort. They only negotiate the price of
labour power. When union policies prevail
strikes are broken rather than extended.
They merely fulfil their function as cap-
italist institutions, and in the last analysis
they only succeed because they are list-
ened to. Their power is based on apathy,
on acquiescence, on insufficient resist-
ance by workers.

Their deep roots ensure that the idea of
organising outside these ‘representative
bodies’ doesn’t arise, or appears unrealist-
ic.This ‘habit’ only breaks down to the
degree that unions, as loyal managers
of capitalist -crisis, oppose spontaneous
social movements. But the return of
militant workers to the bosom of the
union, and the appearance of neo-
unionist ideology (representation, the
delegation of power) outside the unions,
as occurred in Poland with Solidarity,
remind us that even under. such circum-
stances, illusions won’t simply fade away.

The working class doesn’t just -fight
capitalism as a force which lies outside
it. If it was only a question of the
material power of the exploiters (of their
repressive institutions), -capitalism would
have been abolished long ago, for it has

no power aside from alienated labor-
can only survive to the extent that
succeeds in persuading us to accept or...
situation. Its most powerful weapons are
those which create the objectiig situation
of the working class organising social
relations involving an ideological view»-
point, relations between people which
continually recreate the basis of
capitalism. Workers not only undergo a
systematic indoctrination by the ruling
class, they are also dispossessed of their
reality as a- class through those divisions
by locality, trade and nation, which are
implied by the domination of capitalism.

The most important obstacle to human
emancipation is the continual
re-emergence of carj talist reality inside
the working class itself. The working class
isn’t outside capitalism, it’s born into it,
lives in it, participates in it, and makes it
work. As long as capitalist social relations
survive, they constantly violate the
working class. -It’s a contradictory situa-
tion, for while capitalism- continually
tends to reduce the working class to the
status of an object, it also continually
appeals to our abilities as living labour
capable of modifying and transforming
and thus also capable of refusing exploit-
ation and the denial of our humanity
through the commodity. Working class
struggle, in its most important aspect, is
a struggle against itself, a struggle to rid
itself of all traces within it of the society
it fights.

This struggle isn’t continuous but
contradictory, composed of periods of
partial or total retreat. It’s not only in
terms of ‘Militancy’ that the retreats or
advances of the working class are meas-
ured, but also by the attitude it adopts
to the problems it encounters. Opposing
the. unions often appears to some workers
to ‘isolate themselves from the whole
labour movement’, to ‘hinder solidarity’,
etc. It’s therefore necessary to show how
unions oppose struggles and their
extension.

Union officials are generally the only
‘link’ that extends between different
workplaces. Breaking it leads to fear of
isolation. It’s a problem often troubling
workers who have broken with their
unions.

But experience shows us that the
unions use their ‘power of co-ordination’
to systematically isolate and divide
struggles. All possible links between wor-
kers in different workplaces must be en-
couraged, both during and outside
struggles, but above all, so that when a
struggle breaks out direct contacts, can be
made. Such links are equally useful for
spreading new forms of struggle (when
they actually exist !), so that the exper-
ience of autonomous actions and organis-



ation in defiance of unions and politic-
ians is as widely known as possible.

DIRECT ORGANISATION OF
STRUGGLE

Certain practises assist the develop-
ment of working class autonomy :

— The absolute control by workers o-f
their struggles (in terms of goals, strategy,
and methods), but without excluding
criticism-of these choices.

- The rejection of all delegation or
substitution of power. Everything is dis-
cussed, decided and carried out by the
workers themselves, -whose decision is
fnal.

Because of the openness of their act-
ivity, the sovereign general assemblies
can more clearly umnask the policy of
the unions, and to some extent disarm it.
This organisational form isn’t a remedy
for all ills, but it allows strikers the
chance to take decisions and responsib-
ilities for themselves, -and to at least
partially escape from the limitations of
unionism and the passivity" associated
with it.

— Strengthening unity and extension
of the struggle ;solidarity, support, con-
tact and exchange between different wor-
kers in different workplaces, - and con-
frontation with hierarchy and compet-
ition.

- Examining past and present struggles
without any illusions about the degree to
which workers experiences in them have
been passed on. There is no simple
process - of workers self-education in
relation to the ups-and-downs of their
struggles. There is no working class
memory except for a limited period of
time or amongst a minority. For example,
amongst British workers who experienced
the militancy strikes during the early
seventies, how many remember what
happened‘?

Groups of workers in a workplace --
whether completely informal, or
structured around a platform — can make
a direct and visible contribution to the
development of class consciousness and
to the attack on the roots of capitalism.
When such groups have appeared in coun-
tries where autonomous class struggles are
in motion, they have often tumed out to
be too fragile to survive the decline of the
movements which gave birth to them, or
to "survive the resulting isolation and
demoralisation. Thus in France, such
groups as the ‘Action Committees’ of
1968 progressively disappeared. The diff-
iculties they encounter are not much diff-
erent from those which affect the whole
working class movement i11 moving
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beyond a basis -of wage rises and refonns.
The situation of self-styled revolutionary
groups is scarcely any better, even if their
method of organisation promises alonger
survival.

Moreover, the content of such focal
points for discussion and/or action, in
putting forward the idea of workers
self-organisation during and after strug-
gles, depends on the nature of their break
with the forces of capitalism. For some
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it will be unionism, for others new human
relations appear in the course of a
struggle, in discussions with other
workers We don’t have to wait for the
appearance of workers groups according
to some pre-planned process and witha
pre-established content reproducing the
experiences of the past. r They are only
aspects (in a limited framework) of the
contradictory and complex relationship
between the working class, wage labour
and the attempts to go beyond it.
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To be working class does not mean to be badly paid, or to work really hard behind an
these surface phenomena is the constraint that forces us to sell our capacity as living
creatures, in order to ensure our physical survival. .It means seeing our activity
continually taken away from us, so as to tum us into objects dominated by money. The
alienation of human activity means that, having lost all control over the conditions of
life, workers are reduced to objects of capital, who can only recognise flreir human
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needs and desires through their lack of satisfaction.

The reduction of human physical and
intellectual capabilities to labour power,
to a commodity, is a process which tends
to reduce us to objects. The contradiction
of capitalism lies in the fact that human
beings are not objects, and that the actual
sale of commodities implies that they are
active. Human beings are living creatures.
They adapt, modify and create the
environment in which they evolve. This
implies that it’s also possible for them to
reject their situation. Working class
-people continually reject the way of life
capitalism imposes on them. The
problem is that this refusal is most often
in capitalism’s own terms. The individ-
ual refusal of capitalism can only be an
accomodation with it, sometimes taking
the form of social opportunism. Thus the
choice is made to profit out of others by
climbing the ladder of the hierarchy, or
setting up in business for oneself. It can
-also take the form of absenteeism, which
is never more than taking advantage of
circumstances, and while it sometimes
involves a refusal of work, in other cases
is only the means of doing some
moonlighting.

Strikes, which imply workers stopping
work collectively, are the basis on which
we can put forward something more than
an accomodation. But from the outset,
there’s a conflict between working class
needs and their expression in the form of
demands, whether these arise from the
workers themselves or from the unions.

If it is not quickly transcended, the
struggle to to maintain or increase wage
levels -can only lead to workers
negotiating the price of their labour
power (in competition with others); - and

7  

to their identifying with their “niche”,
with the localist and corporatist interests
which the fragmentation of society
assigns to everyone. The nature of negot-
iations fosters all kinds of “specialists” in
the sale of wage labour. Today, this is
the role of the unions, but even if strikers
elect representatives to take charge of
negotiations with the bosses, these repres-
entatives -will immediately fight the
,control and revocability exercised over
them. They will want to assume the role
of leaders on a basis of equality with their
opposite numbers in negotiations, and
will be supported by strikers themselves
who will want to be led by people who
reassure them. Collectively stopping work
is a process which upsets the normal
habits, behaviour and living conditions of
workers. Faced with no extension of the
struggle (whether through geographical
or social barriers),-T or with no further
widening of the fissures that have been
opened up, they find themselves con-
fronted with a vacuum which they want
flled with reassurances.

It is not enough to denounce the various
divisions between workers ~ corporatism,
racism, false needs, competition, nation-
alism, regionalism :-the commodity logic
of value and exchange must be fought.
The “unity” of workers around demands,
or in alliance with the unemployed, is at
best wishful thinking, and at worst a
capitalist manouvre. In being limited to
“workers unity” or “solidarity with the
unemployed”, instead of contributing to
the assault of the working class on the
state, which is the only way of integrat-
ing the unemployed into new social
relations, every worker - employed or
not - is fxed into “their” particular



situation, and in a fragmented view of
the world. From such an isolated view-
point, the unity of the proletariat can
only ever exist thanks to some exterior
body ; the party, the union, the state, the
nation, the law, democracy or a moral
principle. But this atomisation is only one
aspect of the working class, -its negative
aspect. Faced by capital, another aspect
is its collective material interdependence.
The proletariat’s strength consists in the"
potential associated with its position in
the social set-up. This makes it the only
class expressing a tendency - through its
revolt and its consciousness -- to over-
throw its situation in society, and the
relationships which keep it there.

THE DEAD END OF DEMANDS

We must understand the contradiction at
the heart of the working class, if we are
to understand the process of development
which precedes revolutionary upheavals.
It’s not just presented with a conscious-
ness of it’s identity, nor for that matter
with a will to dissolve itself into a world
human community.

The conflict between, on the one hand,
material needs (which can’t be reduced
simply to food), and on the other hand
the domination by market relations,
forces workers into a_ desperate attempt
to satisfy their needs within the frame-
work of wage demands. In this situation,
they obviously make use of their power
- real or illusory -- that gives them their
position as wage labourers ; strikes, sabot-
age, go-slows,  absenteeism, theft
through these means, they try to resist
the worsening of social conditions by
seeking the weaknesses in capitalist relat-
ions. In a period of relative‘ prosperity,
these weaknesses- appear in the sense that
capitalists are often ready to toss a- few
crumbs to maintain relative social peace.
But with the appearance of economic
crisis, the logic of putting forward
demands ends up in defeat. If the speed
of production is slowed down, capital
reorganises the labour process; if we build
up a position of strength, capital erodes it
by dividing the workforce or replacing it

wage increases are eaten away by
inflation. In order to drain all means of
self-defence as wage labourers, the lessons
of defeat are drummed into us. If workers
limit themselves -to putting forward
simple demands, they fall victim to dis-
couragement; struggle is abandoned as it
“doesn’t lead anywhere”, and then the
worsening of living conditions and frust-
ration once more accumulate, and the
search for weaknesses in the system
begins all over again.

But to say that we have less and less to
defend as wage labourers, is also to
become. aware that wagelabour is not a
form of organisation that can satisfy

social needs. - So the problem is not
“championing” or “condemning”
struggles around demands, -it’s the
capacity of workers to move beyond
them. It doesn’t particularly matter what
event serves to stimulate such a move;
price increases, repression, a workplace
accident, redundancy The revolt
which arises uses this single incident to
concentrate on it everything that has
been suffered before — the waged condit-
ion. Struggles develop out of a refusalrat a
given moment of some major or minor
matter concerning the conditions
imposed by capitalism. Moreover this
refusal over one issue may — because it
does not allow for direct struggle — give
rise to another. Ultimately, the particular
issue isn’t important, what matters is that
the workers express a refusal of some-
thing and through that their desire to
11V€ .

Workers will not become united through
particular demands, otherwise they would
generally maintain autonomous forms of
organisation outside struggles. The slow
road to consciousness runs through those
rare moments when “something happens”
— those discussions, or confrontations
where the logic of exchange and
negotiation is forgotten.

There is therefore no straightforward
progression from struggles around
demands, but a confrontation with the
dead end they constitute. The moments
of unification, of development, leave a
strong memory of “taking things further”
which can allow the appearance of
radical elements after the struggle has
subsided.

BEYOND MAKING DEMANDS

Even in the course of the most traditional
strike, we can see- all sorts of other things
emerge beyond the particular demand.
Everything that’s hidden away in every-
day reality can quickly push -a struggle
beyond its original horizons - the search
for a way to discover a new goal, and the
realisation of things outside the frame-
work of capital, arise to the extent that
the struggle is transformed.

Those who don’t see- that the demands
are overshadowed by more important
things merely apologise for some sort of
“hardheadedness”,~ and help limit the
movement to secondary questions by
masking its essence. For them, needs can
only be expressed in terms of existing
reality ; to demand, to sell, to buy, to
negotiate, to exchange.

Rather than drawing up lists of demands
classified as “reactionary” or as “subver-
sive”, it’s better to look at what the
participants put into the struggle. There
are neither “reactionary” s nor

“revolutionary” demands, rather tl
rejections of the conditions of exis
which express themselves in various w...
Often what inspires the strikers gUt3-:,
beyond what set~ the movement
motion. In 1982, for example, during
strike at the French bank Soeirr.
Generale, the principal demand put
forward was for a new wage scale. The
majority of strikers more or less realised
they couldn’t get this. The fact that the
movement lasted so long indicates that
the workers no longer wanted to go back
to work.

After a strike about some demand where
the return to work only happens with
some difficulty, or when strikers say “lt’s
not just a matter of more money, but
about change, about our dignity”, its not
because they are some brave type of
idealists untouched by material necessity.
It is because having experienced a break
with the denials and privations that
capitalism imposes, they are less tolerant
of them. They express, r if only for a
moment, some needs that are a thousand
times more real than the illusions o-f sur-
vival which are fostered by demands.

In that moment of realisation and of ref-
usal of their lot which is expressed by
workers in the course of many strikes, it’s
important that it ceases to be repressed
by them and becomes an active force.
This is the central problem of class
struggle. Work today is one of the rare
places in our lives where we meet others,
even if it’s only in a competetive way.
The strike allows us to meet together,
pitting us not against one another, but
against the existence that is imposed
upon us. It allows us to question the
everyday reality of work and society
around us.

In relation to the daily grind, to ordinary
exploitation, to our routine non-existence,
these moments express in themselves the
refusal of wage labour, the desire to
escape the capitalist organisation of exist-
ence, the privatised view of life. This
aspiration to live CEIIIIIOI be taken into
account by any programme of demands.
It cannot be negotiated with any
authority.

The communist revolution can only come
about through a break in the mental
process -and the ideological representat-
ions (morals, etc.), produced by working
class struggle on the basis of the material
conditions of existence which are implied
by the domination of capital : the atom-
isation, competition, subordination and
monotonous existence which wage levels
and unemployment are merely an
expression of. This break will come
about, if it is produced, through the
generalised destruction of the state and
the commodity. -
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We say that the Police Bill merely legallses what ls already
common practice on our streets The Police Bill is a blatant
threat to the working class ‘ Our rulers are telling us that
should we step out of line m any way they deem, they will set
the full fury of the pohoe onto us And these are early days yet
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What other repressive laws are they going to come up with '   
 I

STARTS T0
me people would hke to see the pohoe made more

accountable, more ‘democratic’. Our attitude is a little . _. =s;=;1;,;, them on our own terrain, the streets.
Simpler. We hate them. 2:;:z:;::;_a

always end up congratulating them for a ‘good job done’. But

know the reality is far different. Arrogant, brutal, repressive: we
have every reason to see the law as an occupying force on our

With the collapse of the welfare state the leftist fantasy of ,,;,,;¢;,;,
“policing by consent” becomes more absurd every day. The -
attacks on our already pitiful living standards can only be made ”””'
when backed by the strong arm of the law. It may be smashing
up workers’ picket lines and occupations, the onslaught against
unauthorised gatherings of the yolmg and unemployed, or raids
into our housing estates and homes. How can w “consent” to
this ? Only the cossetted middle class can pretend this doesn’t
happen - and that it won't happen on an ever wider scale.

sday December 13 1988
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as the crrsrs bites deeper ? These new provisions are prepa
ations that they are making for a stormy futtue. If we a1
serious we must make ours without delay and get ready to met
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“’h°"’ the P°h°° ‘“° P°“"‘Y°d as '“"‘"Y ‘““' “‘PP°““’°’ “’° only the control of individuals but also the_quelling of the f'n~

signs of urban revolt. They want to drive us off the streets an
. . back into an isolated existence locked up in our own homestreets. And we have every right to deal with them as such. pursuing a sterile privatised lifestyle’ never questioning tr

Ever since they were set up in the middle of the last century, system as It crumbles around us’ They Wm not tolerate an
the police have been at the forefront in the efforts to control fife o.uts:l:l ggfireoiacfifities and spheres of influence the
the working class. By protecting the wealthy from attack they rg '
have forced crime back into our own ranks. The true meaning of :;::=2:&:2=2: -- ;:z:2=2:z=2:2 ' answ : 1 81d ed th th f ll
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control wielded by organised criminals over their own comm-
rurities all add up to the old‘ game of divide and rule. Whether
knowingly supported or not, this policy is backed by every one
of our so called representatives.

the change from mere defensive reflexes to an offensive agam
the system. They set the tone for the future. The ruling cla
knows that. So do we. Let us get down to business.

Peel’s Police,
II-AW LOBSTER-S,

Blue Devils,
Or by whatever other appropriate Name

they may be known.

Notice ll hereby given,
That a Subscription has been entered

into, to supply the PEOPLE‘ with
8'[‘AVES of a superior Effect, either
for Defence or Punishment, which will be
in readiness to be gratuitously distributed
whenever a siunlar unprovoked, and there-
fore unmanly and blood-thirsty Attack,
be agam made upon Englishmen, by a
Force unknown to the Brrtrsh Consti
tutron, and called mto existence by a
Parlinlnent illegally constituted, legislat-
lug fir therr individual interests, conse-
quently in opposition to the Public good

Ilnllli

Anti Police broadsheet handed out in 1830



"...bringing the police
into the trade union mov-
eaent could help avoid the
situation where a remote &
bureaucratic police force
is so alienated from the
people that it ceases to
be an instrument of prot-
ection.& instead becomes
an instrument of oj; press-
ion..."

This piece of drivel was in Peter Hain’s introduction
to the book “Policing the Police”.

THE RED ARM OF THE LAW

How is it that the Labour Party and the left are always in the
driving seat of any campaign that seems to be against increasing
police powers. The answer is so obvious that you could easily
overlook it. When they're out of office, the Labour Party des-
perately needs to jump on whatever bandwagon will help it
recruit new members and more importantly catch votes in the
next general election. This is nothing new. They’ve been at it
for years: the People’s March for Jobs, the Anti-Nazi League,
Rock Against Racism. Each time they are squeezed dry and
cynically discarded. This process can be seen working very
smoothly with the peace movement as they protest about the
very weapons that the labour government brought in to the
country in the first place. And how many campaigns was
Benn involved in when he was a minister.

Given fl1e Labour Party’s opposition to the Police Bill, let’s
have a look at their past achievements in the field of law and
order: The Prevention of Terrorism Act, arming the police
with riot equipment (the shields were first used at Lewisham
in 1977), strengthening elite units like the SPG. When in office
the Labour Party has given the police every ounce of its
support as they smash down those who fightback outside the
cosy confmes of their rigged publicity stunts. Are we meant to
believe that some miraculous change of heart has taken place ?
Or are hfey going to continue in the spirit of Eric l-Ieffer MP
when as the police were routed on the streets in 1981 he said
“Rioters and looters must be punished with all due severity.”

When they talk about ‘policing by consent’ this is because
they recognise that ‘consent’ has to be created in_ first place.
The police on their own calmot do this. They need the help of
social workers, teachers, community leaders. Oozing socialist
sincerity, these soft cops try to make us accept our alienation
as a natural part of everyday life. These new welfare state
gentry have the nerve to think that they can lead us in
struggle. In the inner cities they make up the left establish-
ment; rmming the councils, forming police committees, and
whatever they say, their true role lies in diverting our anger
into the most irrelevant commrmity schemes and projects,
trying to make us embittered individuals feel closer to the
system that divides and isolates us. The contempt with which
we treat them in the political arena is only one face of the
hostility we show them in the  “caring, sharing, socialist
network.”

For the extreme left, their adventures into electoral politics
have been a devastating disappointment and have only resulted
in a series of lost deposits. They are now generally united in
the belief that their progress is dependant on the electoral
success of the Labour Party, despite its shortcomings (‘vote
labour without illusions’). Worming their way into the lab-
yrinth of party committees, they hope to develop an alter-
native leadership within the party. As workers’ distrust and
discontent with the traditional leadership grows, they want
to neutralise it by feeding it back into -the Labour Party
machinery and disipating it in support for left-wing ‘caucuses.
Being part of an established institution, such as the Labour
Party, and at the same time part of the militant left is not
a contradiction. It ’s just a question of tactics. When it
comes down to it, the extreme left has no intention of
abolishing the police force. They merely want "to give these
‘workers in blue’ the opportunity to obey the instructions
of their own political gang. If they got to power we would
have the same social fabric, with a socialist police‘ force
kicking our heads in with their socialist boots.

Although these different groupings are often in fierce com-
petition, reformist and ‘revolutionary’ alike seek to ride
to power on the back of our struggle. So they must try to
control that struggle right from the start. We are the canon
fodder for their ‘tactical advantages’ to be safely put away
in prison when no longer needed.

We have no need of these parasites. They leap from issue
to issue, holding back those ready to put up a real fight and
recruiting the more gullible amongst us. We’ve got to fight on
our own terms, and let these vote cadgers wander in the wild-
emess of their own impotence.

LONDON AUTONOMISTS c/o Box 17, C1 Metro-
politan Wharf, Wapping Wall, London E 1
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Back at the Station the old bill look really worried about the
Labour Party ’s  policy on Law and Order.
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GLC workers are being asked to stage a one-day
strike as part of the campaign to ‘defend the GLC’.
They are being told by the GLC politicians that
the campaign will defend the workers jobs and stop
the cuts in services, and increases in rent, fares and
possibly rates that will come with the abolition of
the GLC.

But these same politicians obviously aren’t really
interested in encouraging workers to fight for their
interests, because they themselves have already cut
hundreds of jobs by various manoeuvres, and only
recently abandoned their plans to cut thousands of
jobs on London Transport, when they realised they
wouldn’t be in power much longer, so they may as
well keep their popularity.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAD MAKES GOOD

The GLC bureaucrats can’t even defend themselves —
let alone us — because they are committed to
the social peace. If there were ever large-scale strikes or
other rmcompromising actions to defend the GLC, the role
of Ken Livingstone and his cronies would be to ‘restore
order’ as soon as possible.

In any case, whoever heard of a successful strike that was
supported by the bosses of the workers involved ?

For the Tory government the abolition of the GLC is a
_ convenient administrative ‘method for cuttinga lot of jobs and

services very quickly. For the top GLC hacks, it means that
they can pursue their careers in Parliament and the media
without having been too closely involved with clobbering
working class Londoners, so keepingtheir ‘left’ credibility ‘in-
tact.

Who 'wants to defend the GLC as an institution anyway ?
Local government has always been the loyal servant of central
govermnent. Spending its allocation of money, extendingsome
services and cutting others depending onthe funds available,
and keepingthewages of local government employees as low
as possible.

Peace Off Year
Local government in its modern form arose -in the mid-

C19th. Its function was to provide‘ adequate policingand to
administer the ‘repressive Poor Law to keep control of the
newly-created working class, packed into urban slums. Not
much has changed.

Good Left-wing Capitalists

The state (by which we mean all the institutions of govem-
ment, from the army to the DHSS) is usually seen as somehow
floating above the class conflicts in society, and acting in the
interests of everybody through ‘democratic representation’ in
Parliament and local government. This is an illusion.

The role of the state is determined by the need to create
some kind of social cohesion in a society where any real
community is absent and the population consists‘ of a mass of
isolated buyers and sellers of connnodities. In this society, to
have power means to control capital, and the majority own
nothing of any significance but their labour (whichthey sell to
capital), and effectively control nothing. These days, the
state itself is a major capitalist,‘ exploiting the labour of
millions of workers in the ‘state sec-tor’ and local government.
‘Democracy’ is just a polite ‘word for the rubber-stamping of
decisions already made according to the interests -of capital.

When both Labour and Conservative governments in the
’50s took functions away from the boroughs and gave them to
the County Councils there were shrieks of rage from council-
lors about the ‘attack on democracy’. Today, we see the same
accusation as powers are shifted back to the boroughs. The
moans of bureaucrats never change, but the working class has
got no control to lose, only a place in the cheap seats of the
democracy cnarade.

The Municipal ‘socialistsi are no different from municipal
Tories, they know the rules of the game and are prepared to
play by them. After the GLC cheap fares policy was scrapped
by the Law Lords, Ken Livingstone said that people should
protest, but that no-one should seriously break the law. In
other words, petitions and the moralistic token law-breaking
of the ‘Fares Fair’ campaign is in, but mass -fare-dodgingis
definitely out.

In the short-term, our struggle has got to be the ruthless
defence of our interests, the jobs that we do purely as asource
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of income and the services that we are forced to depend on.

GLC-‘ING THE WAY FORWARD

_ If local government workers are really going to defend their
mterests, they’ve got to be prepared to'take strike action on
lll161I own mitiative and spread it as widely as possible.

This can’t be left in the hands of the trade unions, which are
bodies whose whole reason for existing is negotiation. If
workers are to win, their actions must be based on a refusal -to
negotiate with the class enemy, instead trying‘ to escalate the
action to the point where the bossesare forced to meet their
demands.

To do this, workers will have to set up their own strike
committees, composed of delegates that can be revoked at any
time, and be prepared to go directly to other workplaces to
argue the case for an all-out strike. Demands whichare put for-
ward should be those which unite the whole of the working
class.

_ In 1974, a strike . began amongst Glasgow dustmen, which
spread quickly to the extent that it became almost a local
general» strike; "It was broken by the workers’ shop stewards,
who argued that each group of workers should negotiate sep-
arately with their own employers.

World capitalism ( in which we include all the countries of

l
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the world - workers have to sell their labour in Russia as well
as in Britain ), is a system whichstaggers from crisislto crisis:

Faced with a general fall in the rate of profit, the only way
that the capitalist ruling class can respond is to attack the
working class -~ through redundancies, cuts in services, cuts in
wages/benefits, and so on - and build up their armaments to
fight it out when there aren’t enough profits to go around.

This is why even the most militant struggles for reforms can
only bring temporary gainsifor the working class, ‘as can be
seen from the vicious suppression of struggles in Poland which
followed the concessions whichthe rulers had been forced to
make.

WHAT’S ALL THIS GOT TO DO WITH THE
PRICE OF BREAD ?

In order to defend ourselves, it will become more and more
necessary for our struggles to link up between different work-
places and industries (striking car workers confront the same
system as those in local government), and to start to take on
an insurrectionary character. Large sections of the Tunisian
working class, particularly the unemployed, recently rioted for
several days, forcing the government to reverse an increase in
bread prices.

However much we fight back, the attacks of the ruling class;
will keep coming. The only permanent solution is for the
working class to take power intemationally, by means of the
mass organisations which arise in the course of struggle.

.
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This leaflet is produced by some s
members of the London Workers
Group. The LWG is open to anyone in-
terested in workplace struggle from a
revolutionary point of view. It
produces a free occasional bulletin,
and a bi-monthly joumal, ‘Workers
Play time ’, which costs -20p.

Meetings are every Tuesday, upstairs
at the Metropolitan, 95 Farringdon
Road, EC1. All meetings are open, and
regular discussions on a particular sub-
ject, or struggle are adllierlised in ‘Time
Out’ and ‘City Limits’. -No party rec-

1 ruiters should bother.
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BATTLE T0 The battle of?
Warrington l

Print workers are in dispute at Park Royal and
Richmond, and recent events in Warrington have
shown that print workers are prepared to take militant
action to defend their fellow workers against victi1n-
isation. '

Last Tuesday night at Warrington, the police fool-
ishly smashed-up the NGA control van, causing union
officials to lose control of the picketing workers. The
picket then defended itself against police with bricks
and bottles, barricades were set up, and local
unemployed workers joined in the fight with the
police. W

This class violence was condemned by the union
leaders, who made it clear that their aim was to pacify
the working class. But this isn’t the whole story.

PHONEY WAR-RINGTON n

Why were so -many print workers taken off to Warrington
when so many of them had shown that they were prepared to
take strike action on Fleet Street? And it must have been
obvious that the govermnent’s Industrial Relations legislation
could only be defeated by an all-out strike in the printing
industry. 4,000 pickets could have closed down Fleet Street
with probably less effort than it took to fail to stop Shah’s
lorries. ~Even just from the point of view of defending six
printers sacked by Shah, this would be the appropriate course
of action. In the event of large-scale strike action, the other
print bosses and the govermnent would probably put pressure
on Shah to avoid further escalation. Action which remains
confmed to a small industrial estate on the outskirts of a town
can always be defeated by sheer physical force — at Warrington
there were even police road-blocks on the motorway approaches
to stop pickets getting through.

Worse still, even when the workers were at Warrington, they
were called away to Manchester on the Wednesday evening for
a lecture by union bureaucrats, even though it was known that
Shah had brought his production schedule forward, and that
the lorries could emerge at any time. The pickets were then
taken back to Warrington, leaving the Manchester papers
working as normal. Even the industrial estate where Shah’s
works was, -kept working as I101‘1Tl3.I, even though the workers
"on the estate had shown solidarity with the pickets by providing
them with barricade materials.

Recent events (the sequestration of funds) have shown that
the NGA can’t even defend its o-wn interests, never mind those
of its members, and that the TUC can’t defend its unions -
POEU, NUJ, NGA, etc. Why is this?
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UNIONS

The role of all trade unions is to negotiate with bosses. This
is the basis ~ on which they recruit and group workers. -This
inevitably involves holding back and dividing struggles which
workers are engaged in, so that ‘orderly negotiations’ can take
place. This was particularly clearly shown in the farce of the
NHS dispute last year, where all the strike actions were sub-
ordinated to the ebb and flow of deals being cooked-up by the
inter-union negotiating committee.

The print unions have held back the class struggle just like
any other union. This can be seen, for example, in the way
that unions have always vigourously suppressed strikes at the
Press Association, an organisation particularly important to
Fleet Street’s bosses.

, Fleet Street workers have defended their wages and
conditions in spite of craft unionism, because of their powerful
position within the production process, and willingness to take
strike action. ‘By comparison, many print A workers outside
Fleet Street eam less than the average wage.

 FIGHT THE TEBBIT LAW?

This law is not so much an attack on the unions, -as an
attempt to make the unions take a harderline in controllingthe
workers. A It tells them to hold a ballot before officialising a
strike, which could cause the strike to fizzle out in defeat if
the workers accept this manoeuvre. But where they don’t
accept it, the actual effect may be to increase the level of wild-t
cat strikes outside union control. I

As Len Murray asked of Tebbit :

“Is he trying to stir up unofficial strikes? He must know that
every union tries everything in its power to control ea strike. If
this goes through, it will simply encourage unions to tum a
blind eye every time there is a -strike. ”

However, this law is also genuinely anti-working class. In the
event of secondary action, any worker can be fmed, and any
strike committee (union-controlled or not) can have its funds
confiscated.

THE CRISIS

World capitalism- is in mortal crisis .~ -The only way that the
bosses (East and West) can maintain their profits is by ruthless-
ly increasing the exploitation of workers. -As a result of this,
even the most militant struggles can only result in temporary
gains, as can be seen from the vicious suppression of struggles
in Poland which followed the concessions which the rulers had
been forced to make.

As far as Fleet Street is concemed, the effect is that the

 



bosses will have to introduce the New Technology as quickly as
possible. But all this doesn’t mean that we have to passively
accept it -— workers at the Nigg oil-rig construction yard
recently won a victory against deterioration in working condit-
ions by staying on strike against the advice of their union, and
against the bosses’ plea that the company would go bankrupt,
forcing the boss to seek a govemment loan.

However much we fight back, the bosses’ attacks will keep
coming, and eventually the working class will have to take
power to defend itself.

In the short-term, the capitalist system obliges workers to
defend things which are ridiculous, like skills which are no
longer needed and demarcation lines - but if we are going to get
anywhere, We’ve got to start uniting across the divisions of
trade and craft. In practise,- this will mean setting up mass
strike committees composed of delegates that can be revoked at
any time. These will have to be developed into bodies uniting
whole sections of the working class -to take power inter-
nationally -- that is, into workers councils.

-NO NEGOTIATION  

The basis of .these struggle organisations must be the refusal
to negotiate. Their aim must be to spread the strike (or other)
action as widely as possible - NOT to negotiate with the bosses
as alternative trade unions. The demands that they put forward
should be those which unite the workingclass (e.g. ‘opposition
to all redundancies), ~ rather than simply sectional demands
relevant to one group of workers, which then require ‘sympath-
etic’ action.

Workers have to start organising to defend them-
selves now. To this end, they need to set up independ-
ent (‘autonomous’) workers groups to fight the attacks
of the bosses and the unions. In print, these groups
might well emerge. amongst workers in the same
Chapel, but they must resist any temptation to
become simply pressure groups within their Chapels,
trying instead to unite with other workers across
craft divisions.

Of course, these groups would have to tread care-
fully at first to avoid expulsion from their unions, but
eventually they’ve got to be in a position to openly
challenge the leadership and whole union apparatus.

When the NGA withdrew the pickets from
Warrington, Joe Wade said “If we give an instruction
our members are very loyal I’m quite sure that they
will accept the advice we give them.” This is the sort
of loyalty that we can live without.

, ILet’s not be conned. The struggle isn t just against
‘renegade’ bosses like Eddy Shah, , or even Rupert
Murdoch, but all the bosses, and all the unions that
defend them !

This leaflet is produced by some members of London
Workers Group. The LWG is open to anyone interested in
workplace struggle from a revolutionary point of view. It S
produces a free occasional bulletin and a bimonthly
joumal, Workers Playtime, which has included reports on
print struggles and an analysis of the NGA in recent issues.
It costs- 20p.

Meetings are every Tuesday, upstairs at the Metropolitan,
junction of Clerkenwell Rd/Farringdon Rd. All meetings
are open, and regular discussions on a particular subject
or struggle are advertised in Time Out and City Limits. No
party recruiters should bother, however. 0

Box LWG, C1 Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, E1 .

 



BRING THE
BATTLE To _

FLEET STREET ‘“g‘°-‘J--.r
Print workers are in dispute at Park Royal and

Richmond, and recent events in Warrington have
shown that print workers are prepared to take militant
action to defend their fellow workers against victim-
isation.

Last Tuesday night at Warrington, the police fool-
ishly smashed-up the NGA control van, causing union
officials to lose control of the picketing workers. The
picket then defended itself against police with bricks
and bottles, banicades were set up, and local
unemployed workers joined in the fight with the
police.

This class violence was condemned by the union
leaders, who made it clear that their aim was to pacify
the working class. But this isn’t the whole story.

PHONEY WAR-RINGTON -

Why were so emany print workers taken off to Warrington
when so many of them had shown that they were prepared to
take strike action on Fleet Street? And it must have been
obvious that the govemment’s Industrial Relations legislation
could only be defeated by an all-out strike in the printing
industry. 4,000 pickets could have closed down Fleet Street
with probably less effort than it took to fail to stop Shah’s
lorries. - Even just from the point of view of defending six
printers sacked by Shah, this would be the appropriate course
of action. In the event of large-scale strike action, the other
print bosses and the govermnent would probably put pressure
on Shah. to avoid further escalation. Action which remains
confined to a small industrial estate on the outskirts of a town
can always be defeated by sheer physical force -—- at Warrington
there were even police road-blocks on the motorway approaches
to stop pickets getting through. '

Worse still, even when the workers were at Warrington, they
were called away to Manchester on the Wednesday evening for
a lecture by union bureaucrats, even though it was known that
Shah had brought his production schedule forward, and that
the lorries could emerge at any time. The pickets were then
taken back to Warrington, leaving the Manchester papers
working as normal. Even the industrial estate where Shah’s
works was, -kept working as normal, even though the workers
on the estate had shown solidarity with the pickets by providing
them with barricade materials.

Recent events (the sequestration of funds) have shown that
the NGA can’t even defend its o-wn interests; never mind those
of its members, and that the TUC can’t defend its unions -
POEU, NUJ, NGA, etc. Why is this? n
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The role of all trade unions is to negotiate with bosses. This
is the basis -on which they recruit and group workers. -This
inevitably involves holding back and dividing struggles which
workers are engaged in, so that ‘orderly negotiations’ can take
place. This was particularly clearly shown in the farce of the
NHS dispute last year, where all the strike actions were sub-
ordinated to the ebb and flow of deals beingcooked-up by the
inter-union negotiating committee.

The print unions have held back the class struggle just like
any other union. This can be seen, for example, in the way
that unions have always vigourously- suppressed strikes at the
Press Association, an organisation particularly important to
Fleet Street’s bosses.

_ Fleet Street workers have defended their wages. and
conditions in spite of craft unionism, because of their powerful
position within the production process, and willingness to take
strike action. ‘By comparison, many print workers outside
Fleet Street eam less than the average wage.

FIGHT THE TEBBIT LAW?

This law is not so much an attack on the unions, as an
attempt to make the unions take a harderline in- controllingthe
workers. - It tells them to hold a ballot before officialising a
strike, which could cause the strike to fizzle out in defeat if
the workers accept this manoeuvre. ‘But where they don’t
accept it, the actual effect may be to increase the level of wild-i
cat strikes outside union control. t

As Len Murray asked of Tebbit :

“Is he trying to stir up unofficial strikes? He must know that
every union tries everything in in power to control a strike. If
this goes through, it will simply encourage unions to tum a
blind eye every time there is a -strike. ”

However, this law is also genuinely anti-working class. In the
event of secondary action, any worker can be fmed, and any
strike committee (union-controlled or not) can have its funds
confiscated.

THE CRISIS

World capitalism- is in mortal crisis; The only way that the
bosses (East and West) can maintain their profits is by ruthless-
ly increasing the exploitation of workers. -As a result of this,
even the most militant struggles can only result in temporary
gains, as can be seen from the vicious suppression of struggles
in Poland which followed the concessions which the rulers had
been forced to make.

As far as Fleet Street is concerned, the effect is that the



bosses will have to introduce the New Technology as quickly as
possible. But all this doesn’t mean that we have to passively
accept it — workers at the Nigg oil-rig construction yard
recently won a victory against deterioration in working condit-
ions by staying on strike against the advice of their union, and
against the bosses’ plea that the company would go bankrupt,
forcing the boss to seek a government loan.

However much we fight back, the bosses-’ attacks will keep
coming, and eventually the working class -will have to take
power to defend itself.

In the short-term, the capitalist system obliges workers to
defend things which are ridiculous, like skills which are no
longer needed and demarcation lines — but if we are going to get
anywhere, we’ve got to start uniting across the divisions of
trade and craft. In practise,- this will mean setting up mass
strike committees composed of delegates that can be revoked at
any time. These will have to be developed into bodies uniting
whole sections of the working class to take power inter-
nationally — that is, into workers councils.

‘NO NEGOTIATION

The basis of .these struggle organisations must be the refusal
to negotiate. Their aim must be to spread the strike(or other)
action as widely as possible -— NOT to negotiate with the bosses
as alternative trade unions. The demands that they put forward
should be those which unite the working’ class (e.g. opposition
to all redundancies), rather than simply sectional demands
relevant to one group of workers, which then require ‘sympath-
etic’ action.

Workers have to start organising to defend them-
selves now. To this end, they need to set up independ-
ent (‘autonomous’) workers groups to fight flre attacks
of the bosses and the unions. In print, these groups
might well emerge, amongst workers in the same
Chapel, but they must resist any temptation to
become simply pressure groups within their Chapels,
trying instead to unite with other workers across
craft divisions.

Of course, these groups would have to tread care-
fully at first to avoid expulsion from their unions, but
eventually they’ve got to be in a position to openly
challenge the leadership and whole union apparatus.

When the NGA withdrew the pickets from
Warrington, Joe Wade said “If we give an instruction
our members are very loyal I’m quite sure that they
will accept the advice we give them.” This is the sort
of loyalty that we can live without.

Let’s not be conned. The struggle isn’t just against
‘renegade’ bosses like Eddy Shah, _ or even Rupert
Murdoch, but all the bosses, and all the unions that
defend them !

This leaflet is produced by some members of London
Workers Group. The LWG rs open to anyone interested in
workplace struggle from a revolutionary point of view. It
produces a free occasional bulletin and a bimonthly
journal, Workers Playtime, which has included reports on
print struggles and an analysis of the NGA in recent issues.
It costs- 20p. "

Meetings are every Tuesday, upstairs at the Metropolitan,
junction of Clerkenwell Rd/Farringdon Rd. All meetings
are open, and regular discussions on a particular subject
or struggle are advertised in Time Out and City Limits. No
party recruiters should bother, however. 0

Box LWG, C1 Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, E1.
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PROTEST WITHOUT ILLUSIONS

S It's encouraging-tp see lots of people becoming aware,of the threat that militarism and
1

nuclear weapons pose to their lives. But those things are only a symptom of much greater
problems, problems that the self-appointed leaders of the 'peace' movement don't want
discusied. The contemporary 'peace' movement js like most single-issue ‘anti-' movements;
it exists in 0 osrtidn to onl one or two as ects of this societ . And when people in
a 'movement' aren't questioning the nature of this society in it's entirety they end up
chosing tactics that only have a symbolic value, conservative and trmid activities like
electoral politics and pacifism. "Ne got beaten up by the police and we spent a week
in jail so we must have changed something..." or, why the confusion?

I was involved in the blockade at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power plant in the fall of
981. I spent four days in the demonstrators‘ camp and after getting arrested I spent

three days in jail. At Diablo I found that the more commited people were to pacifism
under any circumstances the less commited they were to radical social change. Most of
them were very smug about it, "No, violence is never justified..." People were generally
unwilling to discuss the authoritarian politics of nuclear energy. The protesters pnefered
to engage in a lot of ‘New Age‘-style ‘group therapy‘. It was an overwhelmingly white,
middle-class scene. Even when the police were beating the shit out of their fellow
demonstrators they would be telling the cops how much they "loved" them. A group of
people wanted to hike up to the top of the hills and ‘chant and pray until the reactor
would go away..' The Diablo affair was a very.wierd scene.

PACIFISM-AND SOCIAL CONTROL: LOOK AT GANDHI AND A FEW EXAMPLES FROM HIS LIFE
 My impression of pacifism is that it is (generally) a principled and unconditional

opposition to any and all forms of violence, even violence in cases of self-defense.
by victimized individuals and classes. Is the violence of a rebellious slave as terrible
as the violence of the slave-owner? Doesn't a person who is being assaulted have a right
to fight back? The ideas of Mohadas K. Gandhi have had a profound effect on the develop-
-ment of pacifist ideology. People should find out about the life of Gandhi, not the
Hollywood-movie Gandhi. Find out about what he really said and did.

Gandhi was the son of a very well-off family from Porbandar, India. After recieving
his law degree Gandhi moved to South Africa. He involved himself in the civil rights
struggles of Asian people in India. In l9l3 the civil rights campaign reached it's height
in a massive strike of indentured Indian miners. This strike threatened to link up with
a simultaneously-occuring strike of European railway workers. The government declared a
state of seige. Gandhi helped to break the strike wave by calling off a demonstration by
Asian workers, sa in he did not wish to embarass the South African re ime. with the ‘
praises of the South African reg1me,for his "moderation", Gandhi sailed off to India,
leaving behind an embittered, defeated and racially-divided working class.

In India the struggles against British rule were not simply nationalistic or within
the context of ‘single-issue‘ demands.In the early l920s' a wave of strikes and peasant
revolts swept the country. As in South Africa Gandhi used his considerable influence to
take the steam out of the rebellion. Gandhi advocated non-violence in the struggles of
dispossesed peoples but during both World War One and World War Two Gandhi actively
recruited young men of India to fight in the British Imperial Army. In an incident in
the 30's a group of Indian enlisted men under British officers mutinied and refused to
fine on a non-violent demonstration. Guess whose side Gandhi took? Gandhi condemned the
soldiers, proclaiming that a soldier takes a "sacred" oath to his commander, that soldiers
must always obey orders, and that when he and the Indian National Congress took power
in India they would need to rely on those same soldiers. (Why would this "siantly advocate
of non-violence‘ need the military obedience of soldiers? To shoot down unruly demonstr-
-ators, crush strikes, round up political opponents, perhaps?) These are just a few r
examples of the course of Gandhi's activity throught his life. There are many more that
are just as bad or worse. Find out for yourself. Gandhi was a very shrewd and demagogic
conservative whose philosophy and tactics served the nationalistic interests of the big
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landowners and industrialists in India. His pacifism served to disarm the radicalism
of the Hindu and Muslim poor and working classes. Gandhi's pacifism was very conditional;
the lower classes should be non-violent but Gandhi considered violence as an option
for the state and the ruling classes. One last quote from the beloved "Mahatma", I
"I shall never support the forcible dispossesion of the propertied classes.(of India)
Ca italists are fathers and workers children." (7) That was what Gandhi was all about!
That was his'non-violent‘ philosophy and that same kind of attitude caries over into-
todays pea¢e mOqement_ The smug a vocates of non-violence at any price circulate photos
~‘“_f§Tj3§Es like this one. Like most photos from symbolic 'blockades',

€§§f*”- this one shows a demonstrator suffering a lot of pain at the
- ' hands of the police. To most people this doesn't seem like a

very desirable situation. But the bureaucracy of the peace
movement celebrates the imagery of people being brutalized at
the hands of the police. The pacifists seem to wallow in
a morbid desire for physical punishment. And the pacifists
glamorize getting punched-out by cops and thrown in jail
because most of them are upper-middle class priviled ed
people or religious believers who don't live under the real
everyday threat of violence at the hands of the cops the way
that working-class and poor people do. 

THE PROTEST TACTICS HAVE FAILED COMPLETELY
L.“ - In the past four years~of resurgent peace movement
activity all the well-organized marches and civil disobedience have not stopped or even -
slowed the deployment of a single nuclear weapons system. And the invasion of Grenada proved
that the 'peace' and ‘anti-intervention‘ movements are completely powerless and ineffective.
To think otherwise is to be fooling yourself. After Grenada and the European missile y
deployments we can look each other in the eye and say, no more empty gestures, all the votin _
praying, lying down in front of freight-trains, postcards to congressmen, the "Freeze",
all the crawling and begging can be consigned to the museum of paleontology. The old men who
rule us are criminal insane and stu id. You can't guilt-trip those maniacs, they won't -
listen, they 3on't care. So far paciffism has only worked in the interests of the system.

We want to live in a world without the threat of war, too. He want peace in our lifetines,
too, and we want a whole lot more than 'ust eace. The nuclear bomb doesn't exist in a
vacuum, it wasn't created by accident. the bomb was created by the same thing that has .
caused most of the horrible wars of this century, struggles between capitalist powers,
and you can't“fight against militarism in any effective way without opposing the barbaric
systems that dominate every corner of the world. Real Estate agants and ex-NATO Generals are
against the bomb because it would tarnish the paint on their Porsches. "liberal? politicians
and millionaires won't get rid of the bomb. Direct Action neans we should spread the idea oi
wildcat industrial strikes against war production, advocate sabotage of war materials. 0  
Spread the idea of a nationwide mass strike in the event of another invasion. Much of the
most effective anti-military activity has to be carried out by the enlisted people in the
Armed Forces. Soldiers and Sailors can wreck military equipment, refuse to carry out war
orders, and ultimately, mutiny. People forget that a large.part of'thé reason for the
U.S. withdrawl from Vietnam was because of the active resistance of the troops who were
supposed to do the fighting and dying. There are many examples of a real and far~going
opposition. In France in May l968 two-thirds of the country, ten million people went out I
on a wildcat general strike. Look at the wave of mass strikes that swept Poland a few years
ago. Or the urban uprisings in Britian in the summer of l98l, in fourty cities poor people
of all different races rose up and took what they wanted when they couldn't pay for it
anymore. In Italy and Spain and South Africa in l977 or in Chile in 1983 large numbers of ‘
dispossesed and threatened people have fought back and pointed out ways that we can not
only free ourselves from the threat of war but also how we can free ourselves from the _
systems in the Nest and East that threaten us and rob us.  

K

Many people in Northern Europe,people in the squatter's movement, the 'Sponties'
and 'autonomen' are finding that you can't always be completely peaceful when confronting
a viscious and authoritarian social order. A real far-going rebellion is the kind of thing
that can free us from the current mess. Let's all fight to make that here.

Don't go on idiotic 'fasts' to starve yourself, let's starve this system!
meas & ACTION, P.0.Box 40400, San Francisco, California, 94110, usa
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What _is Communism? A good question. You won't find the
answer in the russian factories or prison camps. You won't
find the answer in the kitchens and housing estates‘ of Cuba
or the “Socialist Republic of South Yorkshire". You won't
find the answer in the ravings of the Leninist and Trotskyist
sects. You won't even get a clue". Not that this booklet has
all the answers. We can only really find the answer by
making it, byabolishing the wages system, disposing of all
the trappings of capitalist society and developing a human
community where we are no longer governed by the logic
of the commodity economy.

This booklet is however a contribution to that revolutionary
struggle. By concentrating on the need to change social
relations, it makes it clear that communism is nothing to do
with new ways of managing the production and distribution
of commodities in a more even way i.e. what passes for
socialism .From a clearer understanding of capitalist society
we can strengthen our struggles against it.
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UNPOPULAR BOOKS

Booklets and pamphlets available

What is Communism
by Jean Barrot (previously published in “The Eclipse and Re-emergence of the Commlmist Movement)

50p + 20p postage

This World We Must Leave
by Jacques Camatte

25p + 13p postage

Community and Communism in Russia
by Jacques Camatte

60p + 20p postage

Against Domestication
by Jacques Camatte

70p + 30p postage

A Modest Proposal for How the Bad Old Days will End
by “Re-invention of Everyday Life”

10p + 13p postage

Workers’ Dreadnought, July 28th, 1917

Reprint of the fust issue of this Left-Communist/Feminist magazine following its change of title
30p + 13p postage

1/3 discount available on bulk orders.

from: Unpopular Books, CIA Metropolitan Wharf,Wapping Wall, Londog 1
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CARELESS TALK
North Staffs Newsheet, produced by a group of libertarian communists,anarchists and council communists

living, working and claiming in the potteries. Sp or nearest offer (+SAE)
From: R. Knight, c/o Students Union, The University, Keele, Staffs
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PRACTICAL ANARCHY
Clydeside Anarchist Newsheet - “Stay warm this winter.....cause trouble” - send SAE _

from: Clvdeside Anarchists, Box 3, 488 Great Western Road, Glasgow
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. BLACK STAR A
Workers’ Journal ‘for a Free Communist Society’. Old Tyneside libertarian paper now published in Milton

Keynes. .. 3011 ‘|' SAE
from: P.O.Box 153, Wolverton,.Milton Keynes, Bucks, U.K.
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New SWP Pamphlet
Now available from the WILDCAT group, the new extended pamphlet on the SWP. L 20p per copy (including

postage) or bulk orders at the rate of 15p for 10 plus postage.
from: ‘Wildcat, c/o Autonomy Centre, 8 - 10 Great Ancoats Street, Manchester M 4
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